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Fifty-one K-Ar age determinations of basalts, basaltic

andesites and ashf low tuffs from the central Western Cascades in

Oregon range in age from 32 to 3.0 m.y. The oldest material is

exposed on the western margin and ages decrease progressively with

increasing elevation and distance eastward. The age data indicate

decreasing eruption rates with time in the Western Cascades volcanic

arc. There was approximately twice as much volcanic material

deposited between 30 and 20 m.y. as between 20 and 10 rn.y.

Major and trace element geochemical analyses on the dated

samples reveal temporal variations during the Western Cascades

eruptive history. There is an increase in calcalkaline relative to

tholelitic volcanism and an increase in K20/S102 and Zr/Nb ratios

with time.

It is proposed that the volume and geochemical character of

volcanism in the Western Cascades volcanic arc are influenced by

changes in the direction and rate of convergence between the

Farallon and North American plates. A model of the convergence rate

and direction, based on the mantle-fixed hotspot reference frame,
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during the Tertiary indicates a factor of five decrease in rate

(16.0 to 3.2 cru/yr). When the clockwise rotation of the Coast. Range

and Western Cascades is compared with the convergence vectors, the

convergence angle is found to decrease with time from about 35 m.y.

to the present. Apparently1 slower, more oblique subduction results

iTt a decrease in eruption rate, an increase in calcalkaline relative

to tholeiltic compositions, and an increase in K20/Si02 and Zr/Nb

ratios.
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TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN VOLUME AND GEOCHEMISTRY

OF VOLCANISM IN THE WESTERN CASCADES, OREGON

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

The Cascade Range is a volcanic are which extends from northern

California to southern British Columbia, a distance of over 1000 km

(Figure I-i). Volcanic activity in the Cascades began approximately

k2 m.y. ago (Lux, 1981) with the eruption of basalt and basaltic

andesite lavas and more siliceous dacitic ash flow tuffs along a

linear belt. Continental margin volcanic arcs such as this are

widely recognized to be associated with the subduction of oceanic

lithosphere beneath a continent. The release of volatiles from the

downgoing plate at depth may produce partial melting in the mantle

above the slab and thereby stimulate the formation of basaltic

magmas (Green, 1980; Ringwood, 1975).

Volcanic eruptions in the Cascade Range have continued to occur

since the middle Tertiary, the most recent of which are the Mt. St.

Helens eruptions in the spring of 1980. Mt. St. Helens is one of

many spectacular Quaternary-age stratovoleanoes that comprise the

impressive, snow-capped High Cascade Range. Previous workers

(Callahan, 1933; mayer, 1936; Peck et al., 19614) have chosen to

divide the Cascades into two physiographic provinces:the older

Western Cascades exposed along the western slope of the range of
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Figure 1.-i - Plate boundaries off the coasts of Oregon
and Washington.
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14210 m.y. age, and the younger High Cascades on the eastern margin

of 10-0 m.y. age. Figure 1-2 outlines the boundaries between the

early and late Western Cascades and the High Cascades. Temporal

variations in the volcanic evolution of the former is the focus of

this study.

There are several questions regarding the mid-to-late Tertiary

history of the Western Casades which this thesis seeks to evaluate

and answer:

1) Eruptive history

a)Has the volume of erupted material been constant or have

eruption rates progressively increased/decreased?

b)Have eruptions occurred in distinct pulses separated by

intervals of relative quiesence, or have they occurred

more or less continuously?

2) Geochemistry

a)Have there been systematic spatial or temporal

geochemical variations in the volcanism?

b)Have the degree and depth of melting or the composition

of the source region produced distinct primary magmas,

as revealed by highly incompatible trace element

concentrations?

3) Tectonic setting

a)What is the history of convergence between the Farallon and

and North American plates?

b)Do time variations in eruptive history and geochemical

character correspond to changes in the pattern of

convergence during the formation of the Western Cascades?
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Figure 1-2 - Physiographic boundaries of Oregon. Study area

is indicated by shaded pattern: dots - early
Western Cascades, lines - late Western Cascades.



The Western Cascade Range in central Oregon was chosen as the

study area (shaded area, Figure 1-2). Samples were collected from a

broad region extending from '42° to 1$'4O north latitude and 122° to

123° west longitude on the Salem and Roseburg 2-degree quadrangles.

Fifty-one K-Ar age determinations were performed on samples from

several volcanic stratigraphic horizons. Major and trace element

geochemical analyses were employed on 9 samples.

The major objectives of this study are to describe temporal

variations in the eruptive history and geochemical character of the

volcanism which produced the Western Cascades and to then correlate

these variations with changes in the convergence motion between the

Farallon and North American plates. The remainder of Chapter One

describes background and previous work on the Western Cascades in

Oregon. The second chapter presents the history of convergence

between the Faral].on and North American plates during Tertiary time.

This highly quantitative model was calculated using an absolute

reference frame, assuming hotspots are fixed with respect to the

mantle, in a similar manner to that described by Engebretsori(1983).

The third chapter describes the K-Ar geochronology results and uses

the ages of volcanic units to estimate eruption rates. Major and

trace element geochemical analyses are presented in Chapter IV, and,

when combined with the age determinations, temporal geochemical

variations are revealed. The convergence model is compared with the

geochronologieal and geochemical results to determine whether the

Subduction rate influences the volume or geochemical character of

volcanism in the associated volcanic arc. Lastly, Chapter V is a

summary of the study including broad scale implications and



suggestions for areas of future study. The K-Ar age equation arid a

list of constants used in the calculations appear in Appendix A.

Petrographic descriptions of all samples studied appear in Appendix

B.

BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK

The Western Cascades Range is the older exposed part of the

Cascade volcanic arc in which eruptive activity began approximately

42 m.y. ago. This earlier sequence of lavas and ash flows has been

uplifted, tilted slightly eastward and su1sequently eroded,

resulting in a deeply dissected and rugged topography. The steep

terrain and extensive vegetative cover have restricted geologists in

the past from conducting detailed investigations in the Western

Cascades. Recently, however, both the U.S. Geological Survey and the

Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries have conducted

more extensive mapping programs in some areas of the Western

Cascades in Oregon. The following review will begin with a general

description of the volcanic stratigraphy and regional structure

followed by a summary of relevant geochronological, geochemical and

geophysical studies, concluding with a description of volcanic arc

petrogenetic processes.

Volcanic Stratigraphy and Regional Structure

The Cascade Range, south of Mt. Hood, was divided into two

physiographie provinces designated as the Western Cascades and High



Cascades by Callahan(1933). The boundary between the two divisions

is not everywhere agreed upon because it can be a geochemical,

chronological, structural or physiographic d1vijon. Thayer( 1936)

recognized the two provinces as "structural units", separated by an

east-facing fault scarp which obliquely cuts the folded structure in

the North Santiam River section. Peck et al.(1964) described the

High Cascades as younger cones and lava flows forming the crest of

the range, and the Western Cascades as older, deformed and partially

altered flows and pyroclastic rocks. Taylor(1978, 1980, 1981)

recognized a 4 to 5 m.y. old north-south trending fault system which

separates the Western Cascades from the downward displaced High

Cascades graben. The graben possibly extends from Mt. Adams to

Crater Lake, but is not entirely continuous. The amount of

displacement of the High Cascades axis ranges from several hundred

meters to one kilometer.

The Western Cascades volcanic and sedinntary rocks are exposed

along the western slope of the Cascade Range and dip gently

eastward. The older units may be inclined from 30 to 100 E, but the

younger units are often more or less flat-lying. Peck has mapped

gentle NE-trending folds1 especially in the northern and central

parts of the Western Cascades in Oregon. Priest and Vogt(1983)

suggest, however, that these folds could be explained by local

tilting between fault blocks and also by depositional dips. Farther

south, on the Roseburg quadrangle, NW-trending faults are observed

(Peck et al., 1964).

The Western Cascades Range consists mainly Of volcanic

material, both flows and pyroclastic rocks, that range in age from



late Eocene to late Miocene. Priest and Vogt(1983) proposed to

divide the volcanic stratigraphy into an early Western Cascades

episode of '42 to 18 m.y. and a late Western Cascades episode of 18

to 9 m.y. on the basis of an erosional unconformity which spans 19

to 17 m.y. The volcanic layers overlie and interfinger westward with

sedimentary rocks. The following general description of the volcanic

stratigraphy is a synthesis of studies by Peck et al.(196'4), Priest

and Vogt(1983), and Walker (personal communication, 198'4).

The oldest rocks in the study area are the Eocene age marine

sedimentary rocks of the Spencer, Tyee and Umpqua Formations which

lie in the foothills of the Cascades Range south of Eugene. They

consist of predominantly sandstone, mudstone and conglomerate marine

and submarine strata. The early Western Cascades rocks of '42-18 m.y.

age overlie and interfinger with these sedimentary layers, and

consist of massive beds of ash flow tuff of andeite to dacite

composition, with interbedded olivine basalt and basaltic andesite

lava flows. These rocks were referred to as the Little Butte

Volcanic Series by Peck et al.(196'4), and were originally named by

Wells(1956).

The Columbia River Basalt (CRB) is exposed in the study area

only in the northern lowlands between the Coast Range and the

Cascade Range. The CRB is characterised by columnar jointed flows

of dark, fine-gralned basalt and its age ranges from 1'4.5-16.5 m.y.

in the study area (Lux, 1981). Geochronological studies by

Lux(1981) have determined the southernmost extent of the CRB at

Hungry Hill, approximately 16 km north of Lebanon. Therefore, CRB is

useful as a stratigraphic marker horizon only north of '4'I° '40' north



latitude. It unconformably overlies the early Western Cascades

lavas and ash flow tuffs in northern Oregon.

The late Western Cascades series, of 18-9 in.y. age, consists of

flows and flow breccias of andesite, basaltic andesite and basalt.

The lavas are interbedded with continentally derived seditients:

volcaniclastic and epiclastic rocks. These approximately

horizontally lying strata unconformably overlie the early Western

Cascades lavas which generally dip slightly eastward. Much of the

late Western Cascades series was referred to as the Sardine

Formation by Peck et al.(196l), and was originally named by Thayer

(1936). The flows often exhibit curved, platey jointing. The late

Western Cascades are most abundant in the north. Proceeding

southwards, the exposures decrease and move eastward. The lavas were

erupted from NW-trending dikes and related plugs and lava cones,

which generally lie to the east of the older, early Western Cascades

vents in accordance with the apparent eastward shift of volcanism.

Basalt and basaltic andesite volcanic centers of the early Western

Cascades are located up to 50 km west of the late Western Cascades

volcanic centers (Peck et al., 196I).

The volcanic rocks of the Western Cascades are cut by nunrous

small intrusive bodies which occur as pipes, dikes, sills and small

stocks. Hammond(19T9) also describes comagmatic intrusions emplaced

during the formation of the Western Cascades. They lie In a belt

along the western slope of the Cascades Range in the eastern half of

the study area, which is coincident with a zone of hydrothermal

alteration. The most common alteration is low-grade zeolite

metamorphic fades. Mineral deposits are associated with many of the
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intrusive bodies and have yielded minable concentrations of gold and

sulfide ore (Callahan and Buddington, 1938).

Younger volcanic rocks of Pliocene and Pleistocene age, from

early High Cascades volcanism, are found in the eastern margin of

the Western Cascades and also occur as intracanyon flows.

Geochronology

The first age estimates for volcanic rocks from the Western

Cascades come from Peck et a1.(196I), who made paleontological age

determinations on fossil plants from interlayered sedinEntary rocks

in both the Little Butte Volcanic Series and Sardine Formation.

Whole-rock K-Ar age determinations on samples from the central

Oregon Cascades were reported by McBirney et al.(19711), Sutter

(1978), HamnDnd(1979) and Priest and Vogt(1983). Fiebelkorn et

al.(1983) have compiled K-Ar ages for rocks from the entire state of

Oregon. K-Ar and 4OAr/39Ar dating methods were employed by Lux

(1981, 1982) on central Western Cascades volcanic rocks.

McBirney et a1.(i97) first proposed that a periodicity of

volcanic activity occurs in approximately 5 m.y. intervals, since

the mid-Hiocerie, which they correlated with volcanic pulses in the

circum-Pacjfic area. Kennett et al.(1977) examined the record of

explosive volcanism from ash layers in deep-sea cores and discovered

evidence for synchronous volcanic activity over large regions of the

Pacific Basin. The causes of this episodic volcanism in the

island-arc and continental-margin areas is possibly due to

variations in the rate of plate convergence (Scheidegger and Kulm,
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1975; Kennett and Thunell, 1975; Kennett, 1982). Rea and Scheidegger

(1979) examined the changes in spreading rates along the East

Pacific Rise during the last 4 rn.y. and found similar temporal

variations between the spreading rates, hotspot volcanism,

ash-accumulation and circum-Pacific volcanism.

The geochronological data presented bY Sutter(1978) and Lux

(1981, 1982) supported the theory of volcanic periodicity in 5 m.y.

intervals, which extends back to 110 rn.y.. However, the age work of

Priest and Vogt(1983) does not support the theory of volcanic

episodicity in the Cascade Range. They contended that the

periodicity observations could merely be the result of a sampling

bias: that a relatively continuous regional volcanic history can be

interpreted as episodic due to incomplete sampling, particularly in

regions between volcanic centers which may exhibit age gaps in the

volcanic stratigraphy. As more areas are mapped and sampled and more

age determinations are made, the question of whether the eruptive

history of the Cascades has been episodic or continuous can be

better decided.

Volume estimates of erupted material in the Cascade Range from

the Miocene to the Quaternary show a large pulse of activity in the

middle Miocene (16-111 m.y.), followed by smaller episodes in 5 m.y.

intervals during the late Miocene (11-9 m.y.), Pliocene (6-11 m.y.)

and Holocene (1.5-0 m.y.), (Figure 1-3, from McBirney et al., 19711).

For younger rocks, such as the Quaternary-age High Cascade

volcanoes, reasonably accurate volume estimates can be made. For

older rocks, such as those in the Western Cascades, it is impossible

to know the original extent of volcanic material. There is an
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Figure 1-3 - Volumes in 1m3 of basalt(B), andesite(A), and rhyolite-
dacite(R) for the four latest volcanic episodes of the
central Oregon Cascades. Solid areas, volume estimates
based on exposed outcrop; stippled areas, probable
minimum original volume. From McBirney et al.,(1974).
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unknown quantity of pyroclastic rock and erosional material removed

via wind and water transport. In addition, the extent of older units

covered by younger units is unknown. If erosion rates are assumed to

be constant, then the relative volumes of older erupted material can

be calculated by measuring thicknesses of volcanic layers of known

age range in areas where the stratigraphy is well mapped. This study

will estimate temporal variations in eruption rates in the Western

Cascades by this method.

Geochemistry

Major and trace element geochemical analyses from the Western

Cascades in Oregon have been reported by Lux(1981), White(1980) and

by Priest and Vogt(1983). Prior to these studies, rrst of the

geochemical research on this volcanic arc had concentrated on the

younger High Cascades and the neighboring Columbia River Basalts.

Lux(1981) focused his work on the western margin of the central

Western Cascades. The samples were divided into tholetitic and

ealoalkaline series, on the basis of degree of Fe-enrichment. Both

series are enriched in the light rare earth elements (LREE) relative

to the heavy rare earth elements (HREE). The calcalkaline series

samples consist of basalts, basaltic andesites, and andesites. The

incompatible trace element concentrations appear to increase as the

SIO2 content increases, reflecting crystal fractionation of olivirLe,

pyroxene, plagioclase and magnetite (Lux, 1981). On the basis of REE

data, Lux(1981) concluded that garnet-was not a residual phase after

melting and therefore partial melting of peridotite, not eclogite or
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other garnet bearing rock, is suggested as a source material for the

Western Cascades calcalkaline magmas.

Lux(1981) also measured the 873r/86Sr ratios of several samples

from the Little Butte Volcanic Series of the Western Cascades. The

initial 8lSr/86Sr ratios for all the samples were quite similar and

had a range of between 0.70311 to 0.70490. Their average value was

0.7037. This is similar to oceanic Island basalts (tholeiitic,

0.7037; alkalic basalts, 0.7038) and volcanic rocks from convergent

margins (0.7035), but distinctly higher than mid-ocean ridge basalt

values (Atlantic, 0.7026k; Pacific, 0.70265; Indian, 0.703l).. On

the basis of Sr-isotopic data, Lux(1981) concluded that the Western

Cascade rocks reflect the isotopic compositon of mantle source

materials and that there has been no continental crustal

Contamin ion.

Priest and Vogt(1983) present compositional variation diagrams

to compare and contrast rocks from the Western Cascades, High

Cascades, and Basin and Range provinces. The majority of the

Cascades Range rocks have calcalkaline affinities, but their

compositions show a temporal geochemical variation. Early Western

Cascades rocks consist of both iron-rich tholelitic basalt to dacite

and iron-poor calcalkaline andesite to rhyodacite. The late Western

Cascades lavas are iron-poor relative to the early Western Cascades

tholeiitic lavas, and consist of primarily calcalkaline basalt to

andesite. Priest and Vogt(1983) attribute the decrease in tholeiitic

relative to calcalkaline volcanism to maturation of the subduction

zone. A temporal variation from tholelitic to calkaline volcanism

has been observed in other volcanic arcs such as Japan and the
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Andes.

White and McBirney( 1978) compiled selective representative data

on igneous rocks of the central Cascades province from various

sources to examine geochemical variations with time. The samples

were divided into four groups, which range in age from Oligocene to

Quaternary, but only the older two groups are from the Western

Cascades. The two younger groups are from the Mt. Jefferson area of

the High Cascades. The temporal geochemical variations are as

follows: 1) an increase in the proportion of basalt relative to

andesite or dacite, 2) a decrease in FeO/ FeO+MgO ratios, Rb, flEE,

and K concentratIons, 3) an increase in Na relative to Ca arid K/Rb

with time. These systematic changes in the geochemical compositions

suggest the depth of segregation of the basaltic liquid has become

ieeper with time (white and MoBirney., 1978). Temporal geochemical

variations such as those mentioned above, will be examined in this

study.

Geophysical Studies

Paleomagnetism

Paleomagnetic data from the Coast Range and Western Cascades

Range indicate clockwise rotation of up to 750 since the early

Eocene in the former and up to 270 since the late Oligocene in the

latter (Simpson and Cox, 1977; Magill and Cox, 1980). The Coast

Range basement rocks originated as an oceanic island lineament

during early Tertiary time (Snavely and MacLeod, 1977; Simpson and
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Cox, 1977; Duncan, 1982). Convergence between the North American and

FarallOri plates resulted in the emplacement of' the Coast Range at

approximately l2 rn.y. (Heller and Ryberg, 1983). This caused the

subduction zone to jump seaward because the oceanic island chain

clogged the previous zone (Simpson and Cox, 1977). The initiation of'

a new subduction zone was coincident with the onset of Cascades

volcanic activity. The Coast Range and Cascades Range are presumed

to have rotated as a coherent block since the accretion of' the Coast

Range, because the contacts between the two are depositional rather

than fault boundaries.

There is controversy regarding the paleogeographic

reconstruction that restores the paleomagnetic vectors to their

expected Eocene direction. One theory invokes a continuous clockwise

rotation of' the Coast Range at a rate of 1.5°/m.y. for the past 50

rn.y. (Figure I-na, Beck and Plumley, 1980). This rotation would

include the Western Cascades since the time of Coast Range accretion

at 12 m.y. The other theory is a two-phase rotation (Figure I-4b,

Magill and Cox, 1980). In Phase I, the Coast Range rotated L150

clockwise about a southern pivot between 55 and 2 m.y. No rotation

occured between I2 and 20 m.y. In Phase II, beginning about 20 m.y..,

the Coast Range, Cascades, and Kiamath Mountains rotated 300

clockwise about a northern pivot In response to Basin and Range

extension to the south. The Cascades offer an excellent opportunity

to resolve the controversy between 1) continuous rotation and 2)

stage rotations because of' the abundance of new geochronologic data

from Western Cascades lava flows and ash flow tuffs. Precise

paleogeographic reconstructions for well-constrained time intervals
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since 50 m.y.
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Figure I-4a - Paleogeographic reconstruction for the Coast Range
and Western Cascades (after Beck and Pluinley, 1980).
Paleomagnetic data indicates a continuous clockwise
rotation since 50 ni.y.
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Phase 1 55-42 m.y.

4

Coast Range

Phase 2 Since 20 m.y.

30°

Figure I-4b - Two-phase model for the paleogeographic reconstruction
of the Coast Range and Western Cascades (after Magill
and Cox, 1980). Phase 1: the Coast Range rotated 45
clockwise about a southern pivot between 55 and 42 m.y.
Phase 2: the Coast Range and Western Cascades rotated
30 clockwise about a northern pivot since 20 m.y.
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can be made when the paleomagnetic data are measured from dated

samples.

Gravity Studies

Gravity measurements in the Cascades Range in Oregon suggest

that there are two linear fault systems, oriented approximately

N1O°E, which delineate a Cascades graben 60 km wide arid 350 kin long.

The western bounding fault is defined by a steep gravity anomaly

gradient and extends along the Western Cascades from Crater Lake to

the area between Mt. Hood and Mt. Jefferson (Couch and Foote,

1983). Zones of hydrothermal alteration are coincident with the

western bounding fault arid age determinations of the alteration

minerals suggest that the Cascade graben developed between 22 and 9

m.y. ago (Couch, i98J4). The eastern side of the graben is less well

developed and is oriented parallel to the western side.

Seismic Studies

The subduction zone associated with the Cascades is unusual

because there are no deep earthquakes (>100 km) associated with the

subduction (Tobin and Sykes, 1968; Crosson, 1976). This is probably

a function of the slow subduction rate and youth of the descending

Juan de Fuca plate. A younger plate is warmer and therefore reheats

and deforms in a ductile manner at a shallow depth, producing few

deep earthquakes (Atwater, 1970). Langston(1981) obtained a p-wave

low velocity zone between 21 and i5 km depth beneath Corvallis,
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Oregon. At 145 km depth, there is a high velocity contrast which he

interprets as evidence of a subducting slab (Figure 1-5). If the

slab is extended beneath the High Cascades axis of volcanism, the

seismic model predicts a depth of 70 kilometerS for the top of the

subducting oceanic plate. This is a minimum estimate because the

slab may dip more steeply at greater depths, as is observed at other

convergence zones. The crustal thickness beneath the Oregon

Cascades Range has been determined b seismic data to increase from

22 km west to 37 km east of the Cascades (Ganoe and Fehier, 19814).

Volcanic Arc Petrogenetic Processes

There are numerous petrogenetic models for the production and

evolution of rock series in volcanic arcs. A common feature of all

models is that they require a release of water by dehydration in the

subduoted lithosphere (Green, 1980). The upper few kilometers of the

oceanic plate are the most likely source of H20 and CO2, because

this is the region of hydrothermal alteration (Abbott et al., 1985).

Low temperature hydrothermal alteration produces hydrous minerals

such as serpentine, talc, epidote, chlorite, mectite and zeolites.

The sediments also contain hydrous phases. The subducted slab is

reheated by conduction, adiabatic heating and shear melting,

consequently, dehydration and decarbonation reactions in the

alteration minerals and sediments cause release of volatiles into

the overlying asthenosphere (Abbott et al., 1985). Petrogenetic

models for the production of tholeiitic and calcalkaline rock series

in volcanic arcs are as follows (after Green, 1980):
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1) Tholeiitic series magrnas are produced bY hydrous melting of

mantle peridotite at 60-1 00 km depth (Nicholls arid Ringwood,

1973),

2) Calcalkaline series rocks (dominantly andesite) are produced

by partial melting of subducted oceanic crust of eclogite

composition at depths of 100-200 km, followed by

crystallization of olivine, pyroxene, amphibole and

magnetite (Green and Ringwood, 1968,1972),

3) Alkaline to thOleiitic series rocks are produced by

amphibole-dominated fractionation of a hydrous basic

magma (Cawthorne and O'Hara, 1976),

4) Silicic volcanic rocks are produced by hydrous melting of

thickened crust (Green, 1972).

There are numerous factors which will affect the composition of

volcanic arc magmas. Some of these variables are: crustal thickness,

contamination (subducted sediment and/or continental crust), depth

of melting, degree of partial melting, extent of crystal

fractionation, and age, subduction rate and dip of the subduoted

oceanic lithosphere. Many of these are dependent upon one another.

Previous workers have made attempts to isolate these variables in

order that relationships between them can be characterized. The dip

and depth of melting on the Benioff zone is apparently dependent

upon convergence rate and age of the subducted slab (Abbott and

Hoffman, 198'.I). The subduction rate is proportional to the square

root of the age of the plate at the trench (Carlson, 1983).

Both spatial and temporal variations in geochemical

compositions have been observed in island and continental volcanic
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arcs around the world. Thorpe(1982), in his studies of the Andean

volcanic chain, noticed a significant increase in K and Rb, a slight

increase in Si02 and a decrease in Sr with distance from the trench.

He suggested that this could reflect a diminishing degree of partial

melting, an increase in fractional crystallization, or an increase

in contamination in passing eastwards (i.e. away from the plate

boundary). Gill(1981) summarized geochemical trends across volcanic

arcs from many convergent plate margins. In general, K, Rb, La, Th,

U contents and La/Yb, Rb/Sr ratios all increase relative to silica

away from the plate boundary.

The most common rocks in immature island arcs are basalts and

basaltic andesites of the tholelitic series, whereas well-developed

island arcs are composed of tholeiitic and calcalkaline series rocks

(Miyashiro 197's). This observation suggests that thickening

continental crust beneath the arc with time increases the proportion

of the calcalkaline relative to tholeiitic series. Miyashiro(19711)

noticed a relationship between convergence rate, erustal thickness

and composition of volcanic arc rocks (Table I-i). Tholeiitic

volcanoes are found to be most abundant in arcs where convergence

rates are high (>7 cm/yr) and the crust is thin (<20 km). Where

convergence rates are slower (<7 cm/yr) or where the crust is

relatively thick (>)40 kin), less than half the volcanoes are

tholeiitic. Intermediate crustal thickness and high convergence

rates can correspond to a wide range of volcanic compositions

(33-70% tholeiitic). The present crustal thickness beneath the

Cascades increases eastward from about 22 km west to 37 km east of

the Cascades, but was probably thinner during earlier development of
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Table I]. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONVERGENCE RATE, CRUSTAL
THICKNESS AND COMPOSITION OF VOLCANIC ARC ROCKS.

GROUP I Convergence rates 7 cm/yr and crust <20 km thick:

>80% of volcanoes tholeiiti

Kermadec ?lariana South Sandwich
Tonga Izu

GROUP II Convergence rates >7 cm/yr and crust 30-40 km thick:

33-70% of volcanoes are thojeiitic

New Britain East iapan Central America
Vanuatu Kuriles Chile, 33-47S
Java )amchatka

GROUP III Convergence rates c7 cm/yr or crust >40 km thick:

<50% of volcanoes are tholeiitic

New Zealand Cascades Chile, >47S
Sumatra Mexico Antilles
Ryukus Columbia-Ecuador Aegean
Alaska Peru-Chile, 11-28S Turkey-Iran

From Gill(1981), after Miyashiro(1974).
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the volcanic arc (Gance and Fehier, 1984). The present subduction

rate is very slow (about 2 em/yr), but was considerably laster

during the period of Western Cascades volcanism. This study presents

evidence to support the hypothesis that convergence rates influence

the geochemical character and volume of volcanic activity in the

Western Cascades volcanic arc.
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CHAPTER II: THE TERTIARY HISTORY OF CONVERGENCE BETWEEN THE

FRALLON AND NORTH AMERICAN PLATES

INTRODUCTION

Changes in the convergence rate and direction at a subduction

zone may result in changes in the geochemical character and volume

of erupted. material in the associated volcanic arc. An excellent

site to test this hypothesis is the Cascades volcanic arc. The

geologic processes at subduction zones are complex and difficult to

isolate. The timing, volume and. geochemical character of volcanism

may depend on a number of variables: the age of the subducting

lithosphere and its volatile content, the percent of sediment which

is subducted, the dip angle of subduction, the thickness of

overlying continental lithosphere and the convergence rate (Figure

11-1). Therefore it is impossible to isolate one variable, Le.

convergence rate. However, the Cascades volcanic arc most nearly

approaches the isolation of convergence rate as a controlling factor

for the following reasons.

The age of the downgoing slab has remained young (between 10

and 20 m.y. age) during the time of Western Cascades development,

and the dip and. depth of melting on the Benioff zone is apparently

dependent on convergence rate and. age of the subducted slab (Abbott

and Hoffman, 1984). The amount of sediment which is subducted or

aecreted is dependent on the convergence rate and the subduction

angle (Cloos, 1984). Ganoe and Fehler(198i1) have estimated the

present crustal thickness beneath the Cascades from seismic data. It
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increases eastward from 22 km west to 37 km east of the Cascades,

but was presumably slightly thinner during the time of Western

Cascades development. There has been a significant decrease in the

convergence rate between the Farallon and North American plates

during the formation of the older Western Cascades of 142 to 10 m.y.

age. Therefore, the effects of slowing subduction on the timing,

volume and geochemical character of erupted material can be

observed, while other variables remained nearly constant.

The subduction system associated with the Cascades is unique

for several reasons. First, there are no deep earthquakes (greater

than 100 km) associated with the subduction. This is unusual because

most convergent boundaries are characterized by seismic activity to

much greater depths (up to 600 km or deeper). Second, the spreading

ridge which separates the Pacific plate (west) from the Juan de Fuca

plate (east) is exceptionally close to the subduction zone (Figure

I-i). This results in unusually young and warm oceanic crust

entering the subduction zone. Also younger crust is less dense and

will be more likely to subduct at a shallower angle than older, more

dense crust (Tiyeda and Kanamori, 1979). Between 140 and 80 km depth,

basalt transforms to eclogite, yielding a density increase from 2.9

to 3.5 g/cm3 (Green and Ringwood, 1967). Therefore, a descending

oceanic plate will become denser as it subducts.

The convergence rate may also be related to the age of the

subducting crust, as denser (older) crust would have a stronger

gravitational pull beneath the continental plate than less dense

(younger) crust would (McKenzie, 1969; Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975,
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Carison et al., 1983). Plate reconstruction models by Engebretson

(1982) arid Duncan and HcElwee(19814) indicate that the spreading

center has been close (within 1000 km) to the subduction zone for

the past 140 m.y. Consequently, the age of the subducting plate has

been relatively young, 10 to 20 my., during this period (Figure

11-2). The expected lithospheric thickness of an oceanic plate this

age is between 10 and 30 km (Leeds et al., 19714). The subduction of

younger plates produces a shallower seismic zone because of a

thinner initial thermal thickness. The younger plate will deform in

a ductile manner closer to the surface, which explains the absence

of deep earthquakes. The subduction angle, rate of' convergence and

age of oceanic crust are factors which may control the depth of

melting, the degree of melting and therefore the geochemical

composition and volume of the associated volcanic activity (Abbott

and Lyle, 19814).

A third unique characteristic of the Cascades subduction zone

is that there is no physiographic expression of a trench at the

convergent plate boundary, as found in most convergence zones. This

is mainly a result of the high rates of sedimentation off the Oregon

and Washington coastal margins, which fills the trench faster than

these sediments can be subducted or accreted to the continental

margin. Other factors which influence the trench depth are the

convergence rate and the plate age (Grellet and Dubois, 1982). When

all convergence zones are considered, the maximum trench relief is

observed to increase with the log of the lithospheric age. For a

given subductiori zone, an increase in the subduction rate

corresponds to a deepening of the trench. In the Cascades
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Figure 11-2 - Plate boundaries off the coast of North America at
40 rn.y. (dashed lines) and at present (solid lines).
Double lines are spreading ridges and single lines
are fracture zones. From Duncan and McElwee(1984).

FA=Farallon plate, PAC=Pacific plate.
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convergence zone, the subducting Juan de Fuca plate is both young

(11 ru.y.) and has a slow subduction rate (normal component 1.4

cm/yr), therefore a minimal trench depth is to be expected.

'iith changing rates of plate convergence, the amounts of

sediment which subducted with the Farallon (ancestral Juan de Fuca)

plate may have varied. Sediment contamination is revealed in arc

magma geochemical characteristics, e.g. %Si02, 87Sr/86Sr,

143Nd/H'4Nd and Pb isotopic ratios (Karig and Kay, 1981; White and

Patchett, 198's). Therefore, convergence rates may be a controlling

factor in arc magma compositions, as a result of variations in the

amount of sediment cover transported to depths of aiagma genesis.

The first phase of study is to calculate the convergence

direction and rate between the Farallon and North American plates

during Tertiary time. This model enables correlations to be drawn

between changes in the plate convergence pattern and temporal

variations in erupted vO1uus and geochemical character of the

volcanism. The convergence model is based on two major assumptions:

1) that 1lotspots in the Atlantic and Pacific basins have remained

fixed with respect to each other and 2) that symmetrical spreading

occured along the ocean ridge separating the Farallon and Pacific

oceanic plates. The former assumption has been tested by numerous

previous workers, (Burke et al., 1973; Molnar and Atwater, 1913;

Minster et al., 197k; Molnar and Francheteau, 1975; Minster and

Jordan, 1978; Morgan, 1981; Duncan, 1981), the two most recent of

which conclude that hotspots move less than 0.5 cm/yr with respect

to one another. This is about one order of magnitude less than the

absolute plate motions, and therefore is considered an insignificant
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amount of interhotspot movement.

The second assumption is necessary because most of the Farallon

plate, all that is older than 11 m.y. (polarity chron 5), has been

subducted beneath North America. Therefore the only record of the

spreading rate, prior to late Miocene time, is the magnetic anomaly

pattern on the Pacific plate. Symmetrical spreading is most likely a

valid assumption because it has been observed in the last 11 m.y. at

the Juan de Fuca-Pacific ridge south of the Sovanco Fracture Zone

(Riddihough, 1977). There is no method possible to prove or disprove

this assumption prior to polarity chrori 5, however, because the

evidence has been subducted. Medium to fast spreading ridges

elsewhere have been observed to be symmetric.

The methods of the convergence calculations can be described in

three steps (Figure 11-3). First, the absolute motion of the Pacific

and North American plates is determined from the reference frame of

hotspots which are fixed with respect to the mantle. The presence of

fixed hotspots (stationary thermal anomalies originating in a

convecting mantle) was proposed by Carey(1958), Wilson(1963), and

Morgan(1971, 1972). In this model, the linear volcanic features on

the ocean floor, such as the Hawaiian Ridge and Emperor Seamounts,

are a result of the movement of the Pacific oceanic plate over a

hotspot (now under the island of Hawaii and Loihi Seamount).

Geochronological data and the geographic distribution of these

numerous oceanic ridge lineaments have enabled the calculations of

Pacific and North American plate motions relative to fixed hotepots

in the mantle (Duncan and Clague, 1981!; Duncan, 19814).

Once the Pacific and North American plates absolute motion is
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Figure 11-3 - a) Diagram illustrating the model of convergence
between the Farallon and North American plates.

b) Vector diagram of plate motions. PAC=Pacific,
FA=Farallon, NA=North America. PAC-FA=motion of
the Pacific plate relative to the Farallon plate,
FA-NAnotion of the Farallon plate relative to
the North American plate.
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determined, the second step is to establish the motion of the

Farallon plate relative to the Pacific plate. The magnetic

lineations on the Pacific and Juan de Fuca plates (Atwater and

Menard, 1970; Riddihough, 1977) are used in conjunction with the

magnetic polarity time scale (Harland et al., 1982) to determine the

Farallon-Pacific spreading rate and direction. The third step is to

add the Farallon-Pacific relative motion to the Pacific absolute

motion their sum is the absolute Farallon motion. The North

American absolute motion is added to the absolute Farallon motion;

their resultant Is the Farallon-North American convergence vector.

DETAILS OF THE MODELING

Farallon-Pacjfie Relative Motion

The tirt step, as mentioned above, is to establish the

absolute motion 01' the Pacific and North American plates relative to

the mantle-fixed hotspot reference frame. This has been accurately

determined by Duncan and Clague(19814) for the Pacific, and by Duncan

(1981.1) for North America, for Tertiary time. The second Step is to

calculate Farallon-Pacific relative motion. All of the calculations

for the relative motion of the Farallon and Pacific plates are based

on the northeast Pacific and Juan de Fuca plates magnetic lineations

maps by Atwater and Menard(1970) and Riddlhough(1977), (Figure

11-14). First, the distances between each magnetic lineation were

measured for each of the areas confined b fracture zones. For

example, the distance between magnetic anomaly 6 and 6A is 0.5
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Figure 11-4 a) Magnetic anomalies in the northeast Pacific.
From Atwater and 1enard(197O).

b) Magnetic anomalies off Washington and Vancouver,
B.C. Dates are in m.y., shaded-positive,
hachured-negative. From Riddihough(1977).



degrees longitude between Aja and Sila fracture zones, 0.6 degrees

longitude between Sila and Sedna fracture zones, 0.3 degrees

longitude between Sedna and Surveyor fracture zones, etc. The

velocity for each interval is simply the distance divided by the

time between magnetic lineations. All the velocities calculated for

each magnetic anomaly time interval were plotted versus time for 76

m.y. to present, or magnetic lineations 33 to 1 (Harland et al.,

1982).

Time intervals of relatively constant velocity (five are

chosen) were isolated and the best fitting stage pole of rotation

for each was determined. The expected relation between the linear

velocity, v, and the angular distance to the stage pole, 0, is a

sine function, where the maximum velocity is at a distance of 0=90,

(Figure 11-5). Several T?trjallv stage poles are used to plot v versus

0 for a given time interval. Each curve represents a different

"trial" stage pole. The one which most closely fitted the velocity

data to a sine function was chosen as the correct stage pole. Five

stage poles of Tertiary relative motion between the Farallon and

Pacific plates were selected and are listed in Table 11-1.

An average velocity for more closely spaced time intervals were

selected (seventeen were chosen), and the angular velocity, , was

calculated for each (v/sine) . The amount of rotation () is

1i3(degrees/m.y.) X t(m.y.). Table 11-1 lists the relative stage poles

(latitude, longitude) and angle of rotation (a) for the

Farallon-Pacific plate relative motion for several time intervals

during Tertiary time.
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Table Il-i

PACIFIC-FAR.LLON RELATIVE MOTION

TIME STAGE POLES ROTATION
M.Y. LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEGREES

2 0 2.0 -133.0 -3.48

6 2 2.0 -133.0 -4.82
10 6 2.0 -133.0 -8.30
14 10 -10.0 -132.5 -2.16
15 14 -10.0 -132.5 -1.02
19 15 -10.0 -132.5 -3.30
20 19 -10.0 -132.5 -1.02
214 20 -52.5 -137.0 -3.58
26 214 -52.5 -137.0 -1.04

37 26 -52.5 -137.0 -9.78
39 37 85.0 140.0 4.40
142 39 85.0 40.0 5.05
48 142 85.0 40.0 6.46

52 48 76.0 161.0 3.55
56 52 76.0 161.0 3.55
71 56 76.0 161.0 10.56

Table 11-2

FARALLON ABSOLUTE MOTION (CUMULATIVE)

TIME STAGE POLES ROTATION
M.Y. LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEGREES

5 24.55 -122.7 -8.76
10 21.2 -122.4 -19.72
15 23.3 -119.5 -24.51
20 23.1 -117.6 -30.20
25 20.4 -116.4 -33.18
30 18.5 -114.7 -36.35

35 16.4 -113.3 -39.65
40 10.99 -112.1 -40.96
45 4.17 -110.99 -41.95
50 2.38 70.52 43.45
55 8.66 73.23 44.65
60 12.9 75.98 146.40

65 16.3 78.7 48.40
70 18.6 82.9 50.79

West and south are negative, clockwise rotation is negative.
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Absolute Farallon-North America Convergence Motion

This part of the modeling relies on the assumption that

hotspots in the Atlantic and Pacific regions have remained fixed

with respect to each other. As explained above, this is not entirely

accurate but is valid for the purpose of determining plate motions

across a convergent margin. All of the calculations were performed

by computer programs written by W.J. Morgan, and modified by R.A.

Duncan. The plate motions (both relative and absolute) were

quantified in terms of stage poles and angular rotations. Spherical

trigonometry was employed to add and subtract plate motions. The

resultant stage poles and degrees of rotation were converted to

velocity vectors in 5 ui.y. intervals.

The absolute Farallon plate motion (as previously illustrated

in Figure 11-3) is determined by adding Farallon-Pacific plate

relative motion to Pacific plate absolute motion. Table 11-2 lists

the stage poles and rotations, in 5 m.y. intervals. The convergence

of' the Farallon plate relative to North America is the difference

between the absolute motions of the North American and Farallon

plates. Table 11-3 lists the stage poles and rotations for the

convergence motions, 70 m.y. to present, in 5 m.y. intervals.

The final step is to now use the convergence stage poles of

rotation to calculate velocity vectors. Cape Blanco, Oregon was

chosen as the site of convergence. Its ancestral geographical

coordinates, in 5 m.y. intervals, are calculated by knowing the

absolute motion of North America. The convergence rate is then a

straight forward calculation: vsinO, i.e., the angular velocity,
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Table 11-3

FARALLON-NORTH AMERICA CONVERGENCE
ANGULAR

TIME STAGE POLES ROTATION VELOCITY
M.Y. LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEGREES DEGREES/M.Y.

5 0 27.2 -90.6 -2.9 0.58
10 5 27.2 -90.6 -2.9 0.58
15 10 15.3 -87.6 -3.2 0.64
20 15 9.3 -86.7 -3.0 0.60

25 20 51.14 1112.3 3.1 0.62
30 25 51.6 1118.7 3.1 0.62

35 30 52.0 1'48.9 3.1 0.62
140 35 142.7 116.14 11.0 0.80
145 110 45.9 107.11 6.9 1.38

50 145 148.8 120.2 7.2 1.1414

55 50 146.1 142.6 6.14 1.28
60 55 118.3 1145.9 6.0 1.20

65 60 '49.5 147.9 5.8 1.16

70 65 31.1 1311.14 7.5 1.50

West and south are negative, clockwise rotation is negative.
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u, times the sine of the great circle distance between the stage

pole and Cape Blanco, 0. The convergence direction is simply a

vector oriented perpendicular to the great circle azimuth.

CONVERGENCE MODEL RESULTS

Figure 11-6 illustrates the results of the convergence model in

terms of' vectors whose length indicate the rate and whose azimuth is

the direction of' convergence between the Farallon and North American

plates at Cape Blanco. Each vector is an average over a 5 m.y.

interval and the number beside each vector indicates the beginning

of the time interval. It is apparent that the convergence has always

been to the northeast during the Tertiary with a variable component

of northward translation. There has been a drastic decrease in

convergence rate, however, from 16.5 cm/yr at 70 m.y. to the present

rate of 3.11 cm/yr. The decrease occurs relatively continuously with

time except for a more sudden decrease at '10 m.y. This significant

decrease in rate is partly a result of the change In Pacific plate

absolute motion recorded by the Emperor Searnounts and Hawaiian Ridge

intersection at 43 m.y. (Clague et al., 1975). Perhaps not

coincidently, this Is also the time of the Coast Range accretion

(Duncan, 1982; Heller and Ryberg, 1963) and the initiation of'

Western Cascades volcanic activity. Figure 11-7 illustrates the

percent change in rate versus time, in 5 m.y. intervals. Most of the

changes are negative or only slightly positive, except for between

60 and 115 m.y. where a small increase occurs.

Engebretson(1982) and Jurdy(19814) have also modeled the
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Figure 11-6 - Farallon-North America convergence model.
The vectors indicate the rate and direction
of convergence between the Farallon and
North American plates at Cape Blanco, Oregon
during the Tertiary. The number beside each
vector indicates the beginning of a 5 tn.y.
time interval.
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Percent Change in Convergence Rate vs Time

Time (m.y.)

Figure li-i - The percent change in convergence rate vs. time
for the Farallon and North American plates.
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convergence of the Farallon plate and North America during Tertiary

time. Engebretson's calculations are also based on the absolute

reference frame (mantle-fixed hotspots). Jurdy's model was derived

by adding the relative plate motions in a circuit through Antarctica

(i.e. NOAM-AFRI-ANTA-PCFC-FARA = NOAM-FARA), therefore she does not

rely on the hotspot reference frame. Both of their results are

similar to those above and are compared in Figure 11-8. The normal

component of convergence near present-day San Francisco

(Engebretson's model) and near present-day Cape Blanco (this study)

are quite comparable.

Engebretson(1982) also included an age estimate of the Farallon

plate that was descending beneath North America at the latitude of

San Francisco through Tertiary time (Figure 11-8). The

Farallon-Pacific spreading ridge has remained close to the western

edge of North Pmer1ca during the time period of Cascades volcanic

arc development (as illustrated above, Figure 11-2). Therefore, the

age of the descending plate has always been relatively young,

between about 20 and 10 m.y. age.

The direction of convergence between the Farallon and North

American plates during Tertiary time has an average azimuth of

N15°E. Since 110 m.y. ago, however, the 5 m.y. interval convergence

vectors have rotated progressively in a counterclockwise direction

from N53°E to N200E. At the same time, the Oregon Coast Range and'

Western Cascade Range have rotated in a clockwise manner, thereby

increasing the obliquity of convergence motion with time.

Paleomagnetic data from the Oregon Coast Range indicate 51°

clockwise rotation since 37 m.y. ago (Simpson and Cox, 1977). The
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Western Cascades have also been rotated clockwise, 250 since 25 m.y.

ago (Magill and. Cox, 1980). If one assumes the Cascades and Coast

Range have rotated together since the accretion of the latter at

about 142 m.y., then the orientation of the subduction zone

associated with Cascades volcanism can be reconstructed. Figure 11-9

illustrates the changes in both the convergence motion and the

subduction zone orientation with time, in 5 m.y. intervals, since 140

my, ago. Prior to 14Q m.y. and. the Coast Range accretion, the

orientation of the northwestern margin of the United States is not

well enough constrained to make predictions of the convergence

angle.

In conclusion, the rate and orthogonal component of convergence

motion between the Farallon and. North American plates has decreased.

during the evolution of the Western Cascades volcanic arc. The

orthogonal rate has decreased by a factor of' five, from 8.145 to 1.60

emlyr, and the angle of convergence has decreased by two-thirds,

from 90° to 30°, between 140 and 10 m.y. ago. The next step is to

compare this quantitative convergence model to temporal variations

in volume and. geochemistry of volcanism in the Western Cascades.
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Figure 11-9 - The change in the convergence motion between the
Farallon and North American plates since 40 in.y.
The vectors indicate the direction of convergence
and the lines illustrate the orientation of the
continental margin as deduced from paleoniagnetic
data from the Coast Range and Western Cascades.
The numbers on the right are the orthogonal rates
of convergence (em/yr) and those on the left are
the convergence angle. The convergence has become
increasingly oblique with time since about 35 m.y.
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CHAPTER III GEOCHRONOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of the geochronological study is to estinte

eruption rates in the Western Cascades volcanic arc and to determine

if' the changes in subduction rate (described in the preceding

chapter) influence the amount of volcanic activity. Wells et

al.(1981) suggested that changes in the character of volcanism in

the Cascades correlates with the decrease in Farallon-North America

convergence rate. There are obviously other factors besides

subduction rate which affect the volume of volcanic material erupted

in the asssoeiated arc: the age of the subductirig lithosphere and.

its volatile content, the percent of sediment which is subducted,

the dip angle of subduction, and the thickness of overlying

continental lithosphere. Therefore, while it is impossible to

isolate one variable, such as the convergence rate, the Cascades

volcanic arc is an excellent site to most nearly approach the

isolation of' convergence rate as a controlling factor for the

following reasons. The age of the downgoing slab has remained young,

between 20 and 10 m.y. (Engebretson, 1982), during the tinE of

Western Cascade development, arid the dip and depth of melting on the

Benioff zone is apparently dependent on convergence rate and age of

the subducted slab (Abbott and Hoffman, l981). The amount of

sediment which is subducted or accreted is dependent on the

convergence rate and the subduction angle (Cloos, 1984). Ganoe and

Feh1er(1984) have estimated the present crustal thickness beneath
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the Cascades from seismic data. It increases eastward from 22 km

west to 31 km east of the Cascades, but was presumably slightly

thinner during the time of Western Cascade development because there

was less volcanic material in the arc. Convergence rate, therefore,

appears to be the controlling factor on eruption rates in the

Western Cascades because the other factors have remained more or

less constant or are also dependent upon the convergence rate.

Two other objectives of the geochronological work are to 1)

determine the spatial variation of' ages in the Western Cascades

volcanic stratigraphy, and to 2) determine whether the volcanic

activity has been episodic or continuous during the past '2 m.y. The

field work and K-Ar analytical methods are described
firsts followed

by the results and conclusions from the age distribution study.

FIELD WORK

The field work for this study was done in collaboration with

researchers from the U.S. Geological Survey. Samples were collected

during the 1983 and 198k field seasons. George W. Walker and Norman

MacLeod, geologists from the U.S.G.S., spent the summers of 1980 to

19811 in the Western Cascades of Oregon working On a reconnaissance

mapping program of the Salem and Roseburg 1:250,000 sheets. The

present investigation was planned to complement their mapping by

providing K-Ar age determinations on critical lava flows and ash

flow tuffs. Forty-four K-Ar age determinations were performed on the

samples collected during the 1980 to 19811 field seasons with the

guidance of' the U.S.G.S. and R.A. Duncan, 0.S..tJ. College of
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Oceanography. Five additional samples were collected for K-Ar age

analysis by R.A. Duncan and the author in the 198'I field season. The

sample names that begin with GWW and M were collected with guidance

from G.W. Walker and N. MacLeod, respectively. Those saniples

beginning with P were collected by R.A. Duncan and the author. We

thus have a total of 51 new K-Ar age analyses from the central

Western Cascades in Oregon. When combined with the age

determinations of Lux(1981, 1982), Sutter(1978), Hammond(1979),

Priest and Vogt(1983), arid suninarized by Fiebelkorn et al.(1983),

there are now over 150 K-Ar age determinations of volcanic rocks

from the Western Cascades of Oregon.

All of our samples are found between 42° and j4O north latitude

arid 122° and l23 west longitude, on the Salem and Roseburg 2-degree

quadrangles. The regional volcanic stratigraphy dips gently

eastward, ranging from 3° to 100E. The attitude of most of the

younger lavas (<15 m.y.,) is approximately horizontal (Walker,

personal comm., 1981fl. The types of outcrops sanlpled include

roadeuts, active arid abandoned quarries, stream cuts, and ridge

capping lavas. Fresh outcrops were not always obtainable because the

terrain is deeply dissected, eroded and extensively vegetated.

Intrusive rocks were avoided because of their uncertain

stratigraphic relation with the lavas and ash flow tuffs. With the

guidance of' Walker and MacLeod, we were able to sample over 60

fresh-appearing rocks front critical stratigraphic horizons.

Most of the rock specimens are basalt or basaltic andesite lava

flows, except for a few ash flow tuff samples of dacitic or

rhyodacitic composition. Almost all of the basalt.s and basaltic
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andesites are plagioclase phyric, and some also contain

cithopyroxene phenocrysts. A few of the samples have olivine

phenoorysts, most of which have been replaced by iddingsite or clay

alteration products. Opaque minerals, such as magnetite and

ilmenite are relatively abundant (up to 10% modal abundance) in many

of the samples.

Thin sections were made of all samples considered for age

determinations and geochemical studies. The K-Ar dating method

requires that all radiogenic 11OAr, produced by the decay of 40K, be

retained within the crystal lattices of the minerals. Alteration or

devitrification are signs of probable argon loss and will result in

lowering the K-Ar age. Therefore, petrographic examination was used

to select fresh samples. A small percentage of the samples were

rejected after this process. Four ash flow tuffs were selected for

mineral separation (plagioclase) and one for glass separation prior

to age determination. The remainder were chosen for whole rock K-Ar age

analyses. (See Appendix B for petrographic descriptions.)

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Conventional K-Ar techniques (Da].rymple and Lanphere, 1968)

were employed to determine ages for the 51 samples from the central

western Cascades in Oregon: 6 were whole rock, 4 were plagioclase

separates, and one was a glass separate. The rock samples were

sawed to remove the weathered surfaces, and then crushed to

O.8L-2.QQ mm size fraction. The crushed samples were washed in

distilled water, dried, and split into two aliquots: one was used
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for Ar-analysis and the other was powdered and used for K-analysis.

A heavy liquid mineral separation technique was used for the

plagioclase separates. The glass separate was picked by hand from

the crushed fraction using a microscope to select the freshest

pieces. K concentrations were measured with an atomic absorption

spectrophotometer, described in the geochemistry chapter. Argon

isotope concentrations were measured by means of 38Ar isotope

dilution with an AEI-MS1O mass spectrometer equipped with two

in-line high vacuum extraction systems. The samples were weighed,

placed in molybdenum crucibles and fused by an external induction

heater. The radio frequency field from the induction heater coil

induces a current flow in the crucible which is thus heated. The

36Ar, 38Ar, arid, ROAr peaks were read by hand off a recording chart

and peak heights were regressed to the time of sample introduction

to the mass spectrometer to obtain isotope ratios. Absolute

abundances of 1OAr were determined by pipetting a known amount of

3SAr into the extraction line during sample fusion. (See appendix A

for K-Ar radiornetric age determination equation and values of decay

and abundance constants used in the calculations.)

RESULTS

Fifty-four K-Ar age determinations are listed in Table Ill-i

(three of the fifty-one samples were repeated). The sample locations

begin with the one farthest north and proceed southwards. The four

plagioclase and one glass Separates are noted, in parentheses,

beside the calculated age. All the other samples are whole rocks.
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Table 111-1 K- &GE DETERMINPT10NS

Rad.
14 OAr

x106 Rad. Age ±
SAMPLE NO. LOCATION K(WT%) (cc/g) %l4OAr (xlO6m.y.)

SALEM QUADRANGLE
GWW-113-83 SE/'l,NE/4,S25;T 93,R3E 1.141 .1298 60.89 23.5 0.3
GWW-1O483 SW/'1,528;T 9S,RI4E 1.140 .6815 142.29 12.5 +0.2
P84-65 NE/14,SE/14,S 5;T1OS,R1E .5140 .14808 77.17 22.8 O.3
GWW-102-83 NW/14,S21;T1OSR3E .714 .9110 65.05 31.14 +1.8

.714 .3723 614.52 12.9 +0.2
GWW-73-83 NW/14,S22;T1OS,R2E .1465 .5188 82.96 28.5 0.4
GW6783 cE/2,S214;T1OS,R1W 1.146 .7973 814.09 14.00.2
GWW-99-83 NW/14,NW/11,S27;T10S,RI4E .59 .36314 29.27 15.8 O.3
GWW-32-83 NE/14,S15;T11S,R2E .22 .0235 23.23 2.7 0.1

.22 30.3 3.3 +0.6
GWW-28-83 NW/14,SE/14,S35;T11SR1E .795 .7012 81.92 22.6 0.3
GWW-142-83 S/2,NE/14,S11;T12S,RI1E .595 .11456 44.97 6.3 +0.1
GWW-15-83 NW/14,S13;T12SR2W 1 .065 1.32141 83.35 31.7 i.O.14

GWW-24-83 NE/1t,S29;T'2S,R2E .26 .3202 45.141 32.1 0.9*
GWW-21-83 NE/14,SW/14,S 3;T13S,R1E .375 .3336 66.22 22.8 +0.4
GWW-1O-83 SW/14,S18;T13S,R2W .61 .2826 22.89 11.9 +0.3
P84-i SE/14,SW/14,S16;T13S,R1E .965 .1693 8.149 14.510.28
P814-2 NW/4,NW/4,S20;T135,R3E .607 .14705 84.71 19.8 +0.2
P814-3 NE/1I,SW/11,S29;T13S,fi3E .992 .714111 38.13 19.2 1.0.3
GWW-82-45 E/2,SE/11,S15;T1IIS,R1W .376 .14592 87.27 31.2 +0.3
GWW-82-Lt3 NE/4,SE/14,S35;T1'tS,R1E .162 .1378 34.70 21.8 O.3
GWW-82-41 NE/4,S 2;T155,R1E .1469 .14370 28.20 23.8 +0.3
P84-6 NW/14,SE/1I,S12;T15S,R1E .556 .5080 72.40 23.4 0.14
GWW-81 -1 141 NW/11,S23;T16S,R1W .279 .2856 68.89 26.2 1-0.3
GWW-82-22 NW/4,S19;T16S,R1E .381 .4195 51.140 28.1 O.3
GW11181 NW/4,S17;T17S,R2W .369 .41473 77.145 31.0 Q14*
GWW-191-81 NW/14S13;T17S,R1W .172 .1572 59.85 23.4 0.3
GWW5681 NW/4,S17;T17'S,R1E .251 .2601 50.10 26.5 0.3
GWW17581 SW/14,S21;T17S,R2E .9814 .5359 514.314 114.0+0.2
GWW-76-81 NE/14,NW/14,S30;T17S,R1W .361 .4091 50.45 28.9 +0.3
GWW-87-81 NW/14,S31;T17s,R5E 1.31414 .5428 141.63 10.14 +0.1
GWW-1114-.81 SW/1I,S 1;T18S,R4E 1.925 .5821 71.22 7.7 +0.1
GWW-81-158 W/2,NW/14,S15;T18S,R35 .39 .3231 67.149 21.2 0.3*

.39 .3573 82.06 23.14 0.3*
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Table 111-1 (continued)

Ra d.

14 OAr

xio6 Rad. Age ±o
SAMPLE NO. LOCATION K(WT%) (cc/g) %14OAr (xlO6m.y.)

ROSEBURG QUADRANGLE
M3-3O SW/14,S20;T19S,R2E 2.17 1.82141 70.77 21.5 +0.3
M3-29 NW/14,NW/4,S30;T19S,R3E .765 .2154 55.61 7.2 0.2
M325 W/2S17/18;T21S,R2E .66 .5108 29.lO 19.8 +0.4
M225 SW/4,S29;T2lS,R1E .18 .17140 16.35 24.7 +1.0
M3-26 ME/14,S29;T23S,RI4E .71 .31110 83.88 12.4 +0.1
M2-214 NE/14,S36;T23S,R2E .148 .141118 57.76 23.5 0.5
M3-314 NEI4,SW/14,S214;T25S,R3E .5115 .1953 19.08 9.2

.5145 .3227 63.1 15.5 +0.3
M2-23 SW/4,SE/4,S23;T25S,R2E 1.24 .97614 28.41 20.2 0.4
M2-17 cS/2,S 1;T26S,R3W 143 .4804 16.92 28.5 +0.8
M3-32 NE!l4,NE/)4,S1O;T265,R1W 1.50 1.191414 314.89 20.14 +0.4

1.50 1.0311 28.73 18.0 +0.3
M2-22 SE/4,S7;T263,R1E .71 .71465 32.05 26.9 +0.5
M3-31 SW/14,NW/4,S17;T26S,R1 .955 .14542 1.113 12.2 +0.14

M3-33 NE/14,SE/14,S17;T26S,R3E .64 .314146 114.55 13.8 41.14
M2-19 SE/4,S30;T26S,R1W .141 .4058 53.94 25.3 +0.3
M337 SE114,NW/4,S32;T26S,R1E .395 .314714 27.83 22.5 0.14

M338 SE/14,NW/L1,S12;T27S,R1W 1.305 .91460 55.57 19.0 0.2
M3-36 NE/14,NW/14,S 6;T28S,R2E .99 .6711 58.99 17.8 +0.2**
M3-35 SE/14,NE/14,S 9;T28S,R3E .875 .5523 60.140 16.2 +0.2

All samples are whole rock unless otherwise noted.
*plagjoclase separate
**glass separate
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The K content (wt.%), abundance of radiogenic 40Ar (cc/g x 10-6),

percent radiogenic LWAr, and calculated age (m.y.) ±lo analytical

uncertainty are listed for each sample. The samples range from 3.0

to 32.1 m.y.., but most fall between 12 and 32 m.y.. The

geochronoj.ogical results are used to determine: 1)spatial variations

of ages in the Western Cascades, 2) the nature of the eruptive

history, that is, episodic or continuous and 3) eruption rates.

Spatial Variations

The Western Cascades volcanic stratigraphy consists primarily

of ash flow tuffs of dacite and rhyodacite and lava flows of basalt

and basaltic andesite composition. As described in the Chapter I,

the Western Cascades volcanic units are underlain by and

intercalated with marine and continentally derived sediments. The

regional dip is 5-10°E, except for some of the younger units (<15

m.y.) which are approximately horizontal. With a relatively

continuous regional stratigraphy, it is logical to expect that the

gentle eastward dip results in the oldest volcanic rocks being

exposed on the western margin, with ages decreasing progressively

eastward. Not surprisingly, this is what is observed in the

distribution of crystallization ages in the Western Cascades. There

are complicating factors, such as minor faults, folds and

intracanyon flows, which disrupt the continuous stratigraphic

relations, but overall the ages of the Western Cascades volcanic

units decrease with increasing elevation and distance eastwards.

The spatial variations of the ages of the volcanic units are
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Figure 111-i - Spatial variation of age determinations in the
Western Cascades, Oregon.
Closed circles: geochronologic data from this study.
Open circles: geochronologic data from Sutter(1978),
Lux(1981, 1982), Fiebelkorn et al.(1983) and Priest
and Vogt(1983).
Dashed 1ines isochtons of 20, 25, 30, and 35 m.y.
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illustrated in Figure Ill-i . The new K-Ar age determinations are

combined with reported geochronological data from the Western

Cascades (Sutter, 1978; Lux 1981, 1962; Priest and Vogt, 1983; and

Fiebelkorn et al., 1983). Isochrons, lines of constant age, are

constructed by interpolation between dated locations. The isochrons

are in 5 m.y. intervals between 35 and 20 my. and are oriented

approximately north-south. In general, the isothrons follow the

topographic contours. Where drainages are crossed (most flow east to

west), the isochrons are continued straight to simplify the diagram.

Otherwise., they would make a V-pattern up every drainage.

The isochrons are nearly parallel to one another. The gentle

indulations are mainly a result of' variations in the distance from

eruptive centers. Wider areas between isochrons suggests that

thicker amounts of volcanic material were deposited, assuming the

volcanic stratigraphy has a constant dip. The isochrons bow Out

towards the west near Eugene. Further south, the isochrons are

approximately straight until the area east of Grants Pass, where

they squeeze closer together and move eastward. This indicates

either a steepening dip or a decrease in the thickness of erupted

material to the south.

Periodic or Continuous Volcanism?

McBirney et al.(19711) first proposed that a periodicity of

volcanic activity in the central Oregon Cascades occurred In

approximately 5 m.y. Intervals and correlates with volcanic pulses

in the circum-Pacific area. The volcanism was suggested to be
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concentrated in 1-2 m.y. intervals, separated by periods of relative

quiescence. Subsequent studies by Kenriett et al.(1977),

Sutter(1978), and Lux(1981 ,1982) also supported the theory of

volcanic periodicity. Kerinett et al.(1977) examined the record of

explosive volcanism from ash layers in deep-sea cores and discovered

evidence for widespread synchronism of volcanic activity over large

regions of the Pacific Basin. Variations in the rate of plate

convergence were suggested to be the cause of the observed

episod.icity in island-arc and continental margin volcanic activity

CScheidegger and Kuim, 1975; Kennett and Thunell, 1975; Kennett,

1982). Temporal relations between the East Pacific Rise spreading

rate, hotspot volcanism, ash-accumulation and circuin-Pacific

volcanism during the last -I m.y. were observed by Rea and

Scheidegger(1979).

The 51 new K-Ar age determinations plus all of the reported

K-Ar and 4OAr-39Ar age determinations for the volcanic rocks of the

Cascades province are plotted on a histogram in Figure 111-2. The

results do not appear to support the theory of periodic volcanism.

There are no periods of hiatus. The data indicate more or less

continuous volcanic activity throughout the mid-to-late Tertiary,

with some periods of more active volcanism: 13-16 m.y., 22-26 m.y.

arid 29-31 m.y.. Priest et al.(1983) contend that the periodicity

observations could merely be the result of a sampling bias: that a

relatively continuous regional volcanic history can be interpreted

as episodic due to incomplete mapping and sampling, particularly in

regions between volcanic centers which may exhibit age gaps in the

volcanic stratigraphy.
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Figure 111-2 - Histogram of age determinations (K-Ar and 4OAr/39Ar).
Solid color: this study. Stippled pattern: Lux(1981,
1982), Priest and Vogt(1983), Sutter(1978), and
Fiebelkorn at al.(1983). All data is from the
Western Cascades, Oregon.
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Eruption Rates: Temporal Variations

Previous workers have attempted to estimate volumes of erupted

material in the younger, Quaternary-age, High Cascades volcanoes

where the exposures are good and the volcanic units have been

well-mapped (McBirney et al., 191)4). Reasonably accurate

quantitative volumetric data have been obtained; the only serious

unknown factor being the amount of pyroclastic rock and erosional

material removed via wind and water transport. The Western Cascades

are deeply disected by drainages and extensively covered by

vegetation, therefore it is difficult to estimate volumes of erupted

material. Also, the volcanic material produced by the Western

Cascades volcanoes is more extensive than the High Cascade lavas.

Recent work by Robinson et al.(198L) suggests that, beginning about

37 m.y. ago, voluminous dacitic to andesitic air-fall material of

the John Day Formation of north-central Oregon was derived from the

volcanoes within the Western Cascades Range. Therefore, there is

presumably Oligocene and Miocene age volcanic material underlying

the High Cascades whose volume cannot be measured.

Instead of volume calculations, relative thickness estimates

can be used to compare rates of volcanic activity through time.

There are, however, certain assumptions which must be taken into

account. First, the erosion rates are assumed to be more or less

constant during the time period lW-lU m.y. Second, the variation in

distances from volcanic centers is assumed to be averaged by the

density and breadth of sampling. In general, proximity to a volcano



will result in thicker lava deposition. This effect can be neglected

if sufficient transects are taken, thereby averaging out the

variations in distances from eruption sites. Third, the relatively

thin sedimentary layers are assumed to be interbedded in

approximately equal proportions between the volcanic units

throughout the Western Cascade stratigraphic sequence. The sediment

tnput increases the eruption rate estimates, but the erosion of

material decreases the estimates by a greater amount. Therefore, the

calculated eruption rates are probably minimum estimates of the

original thicknesses of volcanic material deposited with time.

In areas where the volcanic stratigraphy and structure are well

understood, it is possible to use the geochronological data to

construct cross-sections with isochrons (lines of constant age),

(Figure 111-3). The reported age of Sutter(19T8), Lux(1981) and

Priest and Vogt(1983), open circles, are combined with the new K-Ar

age determinations, closed circles. Elevation is in meters (y-axis)

and distance is degrees longitude (x-axis). The vertical

exaggeration is 21:1, and the topography is diagramatically

illustrated on each cross-section by the curved solid lines. Each

east-west swath covers an area between 5' and 15' wide and they

proceed from north at the top to south, as shown in the location

map. They all lie within the study area, between l3° and L50 north

latitude.

Ten, twenty and thirty m.y. isochrons are shown in dashed lines

on each of the five swaths across the central Western Cascades. They

appear to dip steeply eastward due to the vertical exaggeration but

most are dipping <5°E in accordance with the volcanic stratigraphy.
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Figure 111-3 - Five cross-sections of the Western Cascades, Oregon.
The age data are used to construct isochrons of 10,
20 and 30 m.y. Open circles are K-Ar and 4OAr/39Ar
age determinations from Lux(1981, 1982), Sutter(1978)
and Priest & Vogt(1983). Closed circles are K-Ar
age determinations from this study. Vertical exag-
geration is 21:1.

blackp
Sticky Note
Best scan available.  Numbers on original are blurry.
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The perpendicular distance between isochrons Is an estimate of the

thickness of volcanic material deposited during the 10 m.y. time

Intervals. The thickness for a given interval varies fran one

transect to another due to variations in the distance fran volcanic

centers. All of the swaths exhibit the same trend of decreasing

thicknesses of volcanic material deposited with time. The

thicknesses are converted to eruption rates by dividing by the 10

m.y. time interval.

One method which may be proposed to explain the decrease in

thickness of volcanic material is the progressive eastward migration

of volcanic centers. The basalt and basaltic andesite

volcanic centers of the early Western Cascades are located up to 50

kllc*neters west of the late Western Cascades centers (Peck et al.,

19614). However, the early Western Cascades volcanic stratigraphy Is

exposed west of the late Western Cascades volcanic stratigraphy.

The horizontal distance between the 30 m.y. and 10 m.y. isochrons

varies fran about 25 to 60 kilctneters. Therefore, the distance fran

the ancestral volcanic centers to the site of deposition of volcanic

material has not changed by a significant amount with time. The

decrease in thickness of volcanic material with time apparently

reflects a decrease in eruption rate.

Table 111-2 canpares eruption rates for the 30 to 20 m.y.

interval (early Western Cascades) with the 20 to 10 rn.y. interval

(late Western Cascades) for each of the swaths. The eruption rates

are consistently greater during the earlier time interval. The

average eruption rate is 2100 meters/rn.y. between 30 and 20 m.y. and

decreases to 1000 meters/m.y. between 20 and 10 m.y. There is a 50%



Corrections for page 65.

TableIII-2 ERUPTION RATES

LOCATION TINE
(in. y.)

A. North Santiam/Thornas Creek
440

40-45'N Lat. 30-20
20-10

B. South Santiam/Calapooya R.
44° 20-25'N Lat. 30-20

20-10

C. McKenzie R.

4/1/87

ERUPTION RATE % DECREASE
(tn/rn. y.)

374 -53%

176

240 -9%

218

440,
5-10'N Lat. 30-20 490

20-10 210

D. Lower Mid. Fork Willarnette
430,

45-44'N Lat. 30-20
20-10

380
127

E. North Umpqua
430,

1O-25'N Lat. 30-20 362

20-15 292

-57%

-67%

-19%
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Table 111-2 ERUPTION RATES

LOCATION TIME ERUPTION RATE % DECREASE

(m.y.) (m/m.y.)
A. North Santiam/Thornas Creek

14140, 14O-145'N LAT. 30-20 2080
20-10 1172 -1414%

B. South Santiarn/Calapooya R 30-20 705
14)40, 20-25'N LAT. 20-10 590 -16%

C. McKenzie R 30-20 2990
14140, 5-1O'N LAT. 20-10 1108 -63%

D. Lower Mid Fork Willarnette 30-20 1951
1430,145t..1414 , O'N LAT. 20-10 650 -67%

E. North Umpqua 30-20 2927
1430,10-25'N LAT. 20-10 1563 -147%



decrease, approximately, in eruption rates between the early and

late Western Cascade volcanism.

Correlation of Eruption Rates with Convergence History

This study provides evidence that the temporal variation in

eruptive history is a result of the change in subduction rate of the

Farallon plate beneath North America. When an oceanic plate, such as

the Farallon, subducts beneath a continent, such as North America,

it is postulated that the release of volatiles (H20 and CO2) at

depth results in partial melting of both/either the overlying

asthenosphere and/or the oceanic plate itself (Green and Ringwood,

1968; Nicholls and Ringwood, 1973; Cawthorne and O'Hara, 1976;

Green, 1980). Experimental petrology studies confirmed that

andesitic magmas can be produced through partial melting of' ocean

floor tholeiites at P(H20) equal to 5 kbar (I-leltz, 1976). High

pressure hydrous partial melting of peridotite can produce high

alumina tholeiites, alkaline basalts and calcalkaline andesite at

progressively deeper levels (Green, 1972). The volatiles are

released by decarbonation and dehydration reactions involving the

breakdown of hydrous minerals such as amphibole, talc and

serpentine. The depth of partial melting is dependent on the age arid

subduction rate of the oceanic lithosphere (Abbott and Hoffman,

1984). In the Cascades volcanic arc, the subducting Farallon plate

has remained young (10-20 m.y., Engebretson, 1982) for the past O

m.y. and therefore the age of the descending plate is not a

variable. The convergence rate, however, is a variable and decreases
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drastically by a factor of' 5 during the evolution of the Western

Cascades (Chapter II).

Faster convergence rates increase the depth at which the

subducting plate attains thermal equilibrium with the surrounding

mantle (Abbott and Hoffman, 198), and therefore, more volatiles are

transported to the depths of melting (60-200 km). This causes more

melt and consequently more magma to be produced. Intuitively, one

would expect that more subducted material would result in a greater

amount of volcanism in the overlying arc. Karig(1982) suggested

that intensity of arc volcanism is influenced by the rate of

subduction. This study provides evidence to support this

hypothesis.

The average subduction rate during the early Western Cascades

volcanism was 6.3 cm/yr and decreased to 3.0 cm/yr during the late

Western Cascades volcanism. The average eruption rate was 2100

meters/m.y. between 30 and 20 rri.y. and decreases to 1000 meters/m.y.

between 20 and 10 m.y., approximately one-half the earlier rate.

Therefore, it. appears that subduction rate and eruption rate are

roughly proportional to one another during the evolution of the

Western Cascades volcanic arc. This is an important result because

it can be used to correlate plate motions and magma production in

volcanic arcs around the world.

The convergence rates were significantly greater (11 to 16

cin/yr) prior to 10 m.y. It would be an interesting future study to

compare the eruption rates of volcanic material which predates the

Western Cascades and test whether the subduction rate and. eruption

rate are indeed proportional to one another. The subduction zone is



thought to have been located further east in the past and volcanism

was located along the Challis axis in Washington and Idaho. The

emplacement of the Coast Range at approximately 142 m.y. (Duncan,

1982) clogged the previous subduction zone and thereby caused the

Subduotion to jump seaward (Simpson and Cox, 1977). One would expect

the eruption rates of volcanic material in the ancestral volcanic

arc to greatly exceed those of the Western Cascades, if all other

factors remained the same.



CHAPTER IV: MAJOR AND TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY

INTRODUCTION

The major objectives of the geochemical study are to isolate

temporal geochemical variations in the Western Cascade volcanism and

then to correlate these variations with changes in convergence rate

and direction. The convergence history between the Farallon and

North American plates was quantitatively modeled in Chapter II. The

results indicate a drastic decrease in the rate of convergence (8.145

to 1 .60 cm/yr, orthogonal component) and a change from approximately

orthogonal to more strike-slip convergence since 40 m.y.

Changes in the rate and direction of subduction and the age of

the subducting plate may result in variations in the dip arid depth

of melting on the Benloff zone (Abbott and Hoffman, 1984). Young

oceanic lithosphere, which is thermally buoyant, subducts at a

shallower angle arid results in a reduced volume of igneous activity.

Younger lithosphere also descends more slowly, (Carison et al.,

1983), and therefore has more time to heat up at a given depth.

This results in a shallower loss of volatiles, such as H20 and CO2.

Old oceanic lithosphere subducts at a Steeper angle and a faster

rate and therefore releases volatiles at a greater depth. This

results in deeper partial melting and a greater volume of igneous

activity. The age of the descending oceanic plate is not a variable

in the Cascades because it has remained young, between 10 and 20

m.y., during the past 110 m.y. The subduction rate Is a significant
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variable, however, and has decreased by a factor' of five during the

evolution of the Cascades.

The depth of melting directly influences the geochemical

character of the magrnas produced. Calcalkaline lavas are suggested

to be the product of partial melting of the subdueted oceanic crust

at 100-200 km depth (Green and Ringwood, 1972), whereas tholelitic

lavas are thought to be produced by hydrous melting of mantle

peridotite at a shallower depth of 60-100 km (Nicholls and Ringwood,

1973). There remains controversy regarding the source region and

petrogenesis of various volcanic arc magrnas, however. The volatile

content also influences the percentage of partial melt produced and

therefore the geochemical character of the resultant volcanism.

Forty-nine samples from the Western Cascades were analyzed for

ten major element and three trace element (Zr, Nb, and V)

concentrations. K-Ar age determinations were performed on all but

seven of the forty-nine samples. With the ages and geochemical

character of volcanic stratigraphic units known, temporal variations

in the volcanism can be investigated.

METHODS

All the rock samples were sawed to expose a fresh surface, then

crushed and sieved to 0.814-2.00 mm size fraction. After washing and

drying, the crushed samples were split into separate aliquots: one for

atomic absorption, colorimetric, and x-ray fluoresence geochemical

analyses, and the other for Ar isotopic analysis (see Geochronology

Chapter III).
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The crushed fractions were powdered in a tungsten carbide mixer

mill. The weight percents of K20, Na20, A1203, and MgO were

determined using a Jarrell Ash dual channel, double beam atomic

absorption spectrophotorneter. The powdered samples were dissolved

in an HF/Nitric acid solution according to the method outlined in

Fukui(1976). U.S.G.S. standards AGV, BCR and BR, were used for

calibration.

Si02 concentrations were measured by U.V.-visible colorinietric

analysis. An ammonium paramolybdate reagent was used and the

absorbance was measured on a Bausch and Lomb spectrophotometer. The

analyses were compared to U.S.G.S. standards BCR arid BR for

callibration.

Fe, Mg, Mn, Ca, Ti and P major element concentrations and V,

Zr, and Nb trace element concentrations were measured by a Phillips

PWW 1600 simultaneous x-ray fluoresence spectrometer, which holds 20

samples and has an automatic sample changer. The major and trace

element concentrations were converted to weight percent oxides and

parts per million, respectively. The XRF pellets were made with

polyvinylalcohol as a binding agent.

GEOCHEMICAL RESULTS

The major and trace element geochemical data on the forty-nine

Western Cascades samples are listed in Table IV-1 . Weight percent

H20 and CO2 was not measured in the samples, which may account for

some of the low totals.



TABLE IV-1 MAJOR AND TRACE ELEMT GEOCHEMICAL RESULTS AND
NORMATIVE MINERAL CALCULATIONS

ma j or

oxides GWW GWW GWW GWW GWW GWW GWW
(wt%) 10-83 15-83 21 -83 28-83 32-83 42-83 56-81

Si02 53.11
Ti02 1 .85

A1203 15.03
FeO* 10;78
MnO 0.29
MgO '1:27

CaO 8.69
Na20 3.26
K20 1.14
P205 0.25

total 98.67

trace
elements(ppm)

V 312.6
Zr 130.3
Nb 19.7

C.I .P.W.

NORMS (T%)
Q 3.13
Or 6.7
Ab 27.59
An 23.01
Di 15.40
Hy 16.92
01
Mt 1.93
Ii 3.51
Ap 0.59

56.3'4

1 .33

15.56
7.84
0.27

3.53
7.59
3. '12

1 .28

0.23

97.39

203.3
206.2
18.0

8.7'l

7.56
28 9 Il

23.33
10.67

13.80

1 14Q

2 52
0.53

51.65 56.52
1.27 1.69

18.71 14.39
9.72 10.07

0.27 0.27
3.07 2.97
9.69 6.69
3.08 3.86
0.45 0.96
0.14 0.32

98.05 97.7'!

217.2 238.6
96.3 156.6
17.3 18.0

3.46 9.16
2.66 5.67

26.06 32.66
35.91 19.10
9145 10.10
16.16 15.142

1.74 1.80
2.t42 3.21
0.33 0.75

149.27 50.77 50.49
1.38 1.43 1.143

16.79 17.66 19.40
9.45 9.31 10.26

0.25 0.23. 0.27
8.44 6.19 14.74

10.26 9.18 11.07
3.13 3.95 2.45
0.27 0.72 0.30
0.27 0.32 0.18

99.51 99.76 100.59

200.0 203.3 240.8
137.3 1148.14 87.5

17.3 i5.8 16.7

1.24

1.60 '1.26 1.77

26.49 33.43 20.73
30.97 28.33 41.05
14.83 12.40 10.59

5.81 1.84 20.39
15.02 114.50

1.69 1.66 1.83
2.62 2.72 2.72
0.62 0.74 0.41

72



TABLE IV-1 (cont.)

major GWW G'WW GWW GWW GWW GW GWW
oxides 65-83 67-83 73-83 76-81 81-1 141 82-18 8222
(wt%)
S102 51.18 55.89 52.01 51.40 51.82 51.48 52.24
Ti02 1.68 2.12 1.91 1.68 1.47 1.95 1.59
A1203 19.03 13.85 15.35 16.18 19.10 17.02 19.05
FeO* 9.118 11.011 12.15 9.46 9.98 11.115 10.40
MnO 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.27 0.28 0.31 0.27
MgO 3.64 3.116 11.26 7.72 3.60 4.25 3.08
CaO 10.06 7.01 8.27 10.52 10.39 9.50 9.98
Na20 2.99 3.19 3.12 2.46 2.91 3.01 2.88
K20 0.52 1.76 0.56 0.43 0.34 0.22 0.116

P205 0.30 0.28 0.27 0.211 0.21 0.28 0.22

total 99.19 98.87 98.19 100.35 1O0.i 99.73 100.13

trace
elernents(ppm)

V 256.9 318.0 310.5 251.5 233.3 294.11 2110.8

Zr 123.8 168.6 115.9 130.6 102.1 100.7 97.4
Nb 15.3 20.1 18.6 21.0 111.5 14.11 12.9

c.I .P.w.

N0RMS(WT)
Q 2.46
Or 3.07
Ab 25.30
An 36.97
Di 919
Ny 16.71

01
Mt 1.69
Ii 3.19
Ap 0.69

8.04 3.95 0.56 3.08 3.26 4.33
10.110 3.31 2.511 2.01 1.30 2.72

26.99 26.110 20.82 24.63 25.117 211.37

18.28 26.23 31.811 38.05 32.28 37.70
12.35 10.95 15.35 10.17 10.90 8.16
16.32 21.10 23.94 i723 20.00 17.011

1.97 2.17 1.69 1.78 2.05 1.86
11.02 3.63 3.19 2.79 3.71 3.02
0.65 0.63 0.55 0.119 0.65 0.51

73
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TA3L IV-1 (cont.)

major GWW GWW GWW GWW GWW GWW GW
oxides 82-29 82-41 82-112 82-143 82-145 87-81 99-83
(wt.%)

S102 50.90 51.30 50.62 52.99 50.91 59.80 52.21
T102 1.36 2.05 1.67 1.55 2.61 0.92 1.10
A1203 2o.16 15.39 18.96 18.80 14.116 13.82 17.70
FeO* 8.90 12.611 9.77 10.145 12.90 6.01 6.90
MnO 0.25 0.31 0.27 0.26 0.118 0.17 0.20
MgO 3.68 5.15 3.59 3.97 14.00 3.1414 5.08
CaO 11.32 9.01 10.147 10.31 8.50 6.65 8.96
Na20 2.145 2.95 2.95 3.143 3.68 3.911 3.35
K20 0.37 0.57 0.21 0.20 0.45 1.62 0.71
P205 0.21 0.27 0.28 0.22 0.99 0.21 0.28

total 99.90 99.611 98.79 102.18 98.98 96.58 96.149

trace

elements ( ppm)
V 211.8 339.5 262.2 270.8 318.0 138.9 162.5
Zr 814.6 116.8 99.2 95.1 130.6 207.3 235.5
Nb 12.0 17.9 14.0 14.2 15.6 14.9 13.3

c.I .p .w.

NORMS(WT%)
Q 3.08 1.63 2.52 1.63 2.00 11.80 2.35
Or 2.17 3.37 1.214 1.18 2.66 9.57 4.20

20.73 24.96 214.96 29.014 31.111 33.34 28.35
An 143.75 27.07 37.87 35.30 21;61 15.24 31.16
Di 9.23 13.211 10.27 12.09 11.87 13.50 9.140

Hy 16.110 22.76 16.48 17.77 20.33 9.89 17.16
01 --- --- --- .--- ---
Mt 1.59 2.26 1.75 1.87 2.31 1.07 1.23
Ii 2.59 3.89 3.18 2.94 1495 1.76 2.09
Ap 0.148 0.63 0.614 0.50 2.29 0.50 0.65



TABLE TV-i (cont.)

major GWW GWW
oxides 102-83 103-83 104-83
(wt%)
S102 54.12 53.09 57.55
1102 1.36 1.25 0.84
A1203 16.64 16.50 16.63
FeO* 8.53 8.69 5.87
MnO 0.24 0.23 0.18
MgO 4.20 6.01 3.14
CaO 7.98 8.65 6.87
Na20 3.63 3.32 3.40
1(20 0.89 0.71 1.69
P205 0.59 0.50 0.21

total 98.18 98.95 96.38

trace
elements(ppm)

V 176.4 171.1 131.4
Zr 265.6 181.0 227.0
Nb 19.1 15.6 14.9

c.I .p.w.

NORMS(WT%)

Q 4.77 2.17 10.52
Or 5.26 4.20 9.99
Ab 30.72 28.10 28.77
An 26.48 28.02 25.12
Di 7.68 9.58 6.28
Hy 17.92 21.93 12.65
01 --- ---
Nt 1.53 1.55 1.05
Ii 2.57 2.37 1.59
Ap 1;36 1.15 0.49

GWW

107-83

51 .29
2.83

13. 11.
13.44
0.31
4.53
7.92
3.02
1.18
0.47

98.10

412.4
154.9
20.8

3 .09
6.97

25.56
18.73
14.65
20.41

2 .40
5.37
1.10

GWW GWW GWW
113-83 114-81 190-81

53.16 61.96 50.56
1.06 0.96 1.35

15.50 16.11 18.07
7.38 6.0O 11.04
0.20 0.17 0.29
6.54 3.29 5.72
9.33 6.34 10.79
2.96 3.87 2.30
1.70 2.32 0.23
0.44 0.19 0.14

98.27 100.61 100.49

176.4 142.1 262.2
87.5 222.3 62.9
19.1 15.6 14.7

0.62 11.27 1.21
10.05 13.71 1.38
25.05 32.75 19.46
23.99 19.74 38.30
15.81 8;67 il.86
18.50 11.84 23.57

1.32 1.07 1.97
2.02 1.82 2.57
1.03 0.44 0.33

75



TABLE IV-1 (cont.)

major G1
oxides 191-81 M2-17

(wt%)
S102 50.09 51.147

Ti02 1.33 1.1411

P.1203 18.15 15.93
FeO* 11.140 9.60
MnO 0.31 0.26

MgO 5.70 14.59

CaO 10.73 10.02
Na20 2.23 2.91

K20 0.21 0.52
P205 0.13 0.23

total 100.28 96.97

trace
elements (ppm)

V 256.9 232.2
Zr 614.3 1147.6

Nb 15.6 15.6

c.I .P .W.

NO RMS (Wr )

Q 0.90 3.214

Or 1.214 3.07
Ab 18.87 214.63

An 38.90 28.86
Di. 11.19 16.05
Hy 214.146 16.26
01
Mt 2.014 1.72

Li 2.53 2.73
Ap 0.31 0.54

M2-19

50.77
1 .25

18.38

9.57
O 28
14.69

10.141

2.714

0.49
0.22

98.80

232.2
100.14

12.5

1 . 29

2.90
23. 19

36.141

11.147

i909

1.71

2.37
0.50

M2-22

56.25
1 .58

15.19
10.18
0.214

3.33
7.85
3.29

0.86
0.214

99.01

289.0
128.2
114.2

9.49
5.05

27 .814

24.16
11.09
16.13

1 .82

3.01

0.56

M2-23 M2-214 M2-25

58.07 50.26 51.140

1.13 1.00 1.51

15.147 17.96 18.13

6.71 9.05 10.35

0.21 0.25 0.26

3.114 6.52 14.28

6.91 11.07 951
3.77 2.214 3.10

1.149 0.58 0.22

0.32 0.19 0.21

97.22 99.12 98.97

192.5 256.9 151.8

1118 108.0 252.7

12.0 12.9 16.14

10.29 --- 2.41

8.81 3.143 1.30

31.90 18.96 26.23

20.89 37.214 314.91

9.141 13.50 9.13

11.94 21.86 19.93
0.31

1.20 1.62 i.85

2.14 1.90 2.88

0.73 0.143 0.148
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TABLE IV-1 (cont.)

major M3-25 M3-26 H3-27
ox ides

(wt%)

S102 53.68 52.94 5I.86
Ti02 0.90 1.14 1.20
A1203 18.21 16.88 19.15
FeO* 7.0)4 8.12 7.05
MnO 0.19 0.21 0.18
MgO 11.914 6.06 3.06
CaO 9.61 8.119 7.814

Na20 2.75 3.52 11.02

1(20 0.80 0;85 1.25
P205 0.19 0.36 0.33

total 98.31 98.57 98.9)4

trace
elements(pprn)

V 1146.14 165.7 171.1
Zr 135.0 159.6 20Z4.14

Nb 10.9 13.8 13.8

c.I .P.w.

NORMS(WT%)
Q 5.29 0.61 3.1414

Or 11.73 5.02 7.39
Ab 23.27 29.79 3)4.02

An 3)4.99 27.75 30.52
Di 9.141 9.86 5.18
Hy 17.32 21.20 1)4.19

01

Mt 1.26 1.115 1.26
Ii 1.72 2.17 2.27
Ap 0.143 0.83 0.77

M3 -29

147.95

1.26
16.06
8.87
0.23
8.68
9.90
3.11

0.92
0.145

97.113

189.3
177.1

11 .2

5.14)4

2)4.6 8

27.15
0.89

15.118

18.91

1 .59

2 . 38

1.03

M3-30

68.05
0.314

12.914

14.014

0.21

0.214

1 .95

14.90

2.61

0.08

95.16

31.7
388.7

26.5

23.27
15.142

141.147

5.61

3.13
14.99

0.72
0.614

0.18

M3-31 M3-32

60.59 60.63
0.80 0.93

15.85 15.85
5.142 6.114

0.17 0.17

2.95 3.29

6.7)4 6.52
3.36 3.06

1.15 i.8i

0.17 0.18

97.20 98.58

119.6 1)4)4.3

195.0 191.5
13.6

16.59 15.32
6.80 10.70

28.143 25.89
214.77 211.17

6.25 5.81

11.56 13.51

0.97 1.10

1.51 1.76
0.110 0.142

77
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TABLE IV-1 (cont.)

major p13-33 M3-34

oxides
(wt%)

8102 56.23 51.10

T102 1.46 1.18

A1203 15.95 17.09
FeO* 8.12 8.37

MnO 0.22 022
MgO 3.53 6.41

CaO 7.33 8.43

Na20 4.11 3.52
K20 0.77 0.66

P205 0.30 0.44

total 98.02 97.42

trace
elements (ppm)

V 205.4 176.4

Zr 171.3 161.6

Nb 16.9 14.2

c.I .P..i.

NORMS(WT%)
Q 7.01

Or 11.55 3.90
Ab 34.78 29.79
An 22.80 28.88

Di 9.67 8.26

Hy 14.41 18.58

01 3.38
Mt 1.45 1.50

Ii 2.77 2.24

Ap 0.70 1.02

M3-35

50.79
1 .313

16.69
9 .28

0.25
5.65
8.39

3.79
1 .05

0.55

97.78

1813.0

195.6
15.6

6.21

32.07
25.43
10.36

9.88
8.47
1.66
2.54
1 .28

M3-36

62.54
1.20

12.21

5.65
0.23
1 .49

4.53
4.02

1.19
0.30

93.36

108.9
266.8
25.2

22.17
7.03

34.04
11.74
7.43
7.05

1.01

2.28

0.69

M3-37 M3-38 M3-39

51.10 63.91 53.05

1.09 0.91 1.32

17.87 13.57 17.22

8.50 '4.68 9.04

0.28 0.20 0.23

6.51 1.20 4.31

10.97 3.99 9.35

2.22 4.30 2.74

0.48 1.57 o.i8

0.18 0.19 0.23

99.20 94.72 97.64

203.0 87.4 221.5

113.9 219.9 131.4

12.3 21.2 14.5

1.73 21.39 7.143

1.30 9.28 1.06

26.23 36.39 23.19

34.91 13.09 34.15

9.13 14.62 8.90

19.93 6.98 18.39

1.85 0.87 1.62

2.88 1.74 2.51

0.48 0.45 0.54

Precision (la) AA: A1203(2.3%), MgO(2.3%), Na20(0.7%), K20(O.3%)
Colorimetric: S102(0.8%)
XRF: P205(9.3%), CaO(2.6%), Ti02(2.7%), MnO(2.3%)

FeO(2.7%), V(23.7 ppm), Zr(10.O ppm),
Nb(1.3 ppm)

FeO* = total iron calculated, to

Normative Mineral Calculations: The Fe203 value was assumed to be

10% of' the total FeO*. Q=quartz, Or=orthoclase, Ab=albite,
An=anorthite, Di=diopside, Ny=hypersthene, 0l=olivine, Mt=magnetite,

Il=ilmenite, Ap=apatite.
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Major Elements

The Western Cascade rocks from this study are composed primarily

of basalts (57%) and basaltic andesites (27%), with minor amounts of

aridesite (12%), dacite and rhyodacite (2% each). The nomenclature

is based on silica contents in the following manner; basalt, <53%

S102; basaltic andesite, 53-58% S102; andesite, 58-63% Si02; dacite,

63--68% Si02; rhyodacite, >68% Si02.

!-Iarker diagrams for all or the samples analyzed are shown in

Figure IV-l. The major oxides versus S102 are plotted for the early

Western Cascades of 142-18 m.y., open circles, and the late Western

Cascades of 18-10 rn.y., closed circles. 1<20 and S102 correlate in a

positive linear fashion, in general, for all samples. The 1<20 values

are higher and increase less rapidly relative to Si02 for the

younger (18-10 m.y.) than the older ('12-18 m.y.) samples. Na20

increases only slightly with Si02 reP the younger samples, but shows

a strong positive correlation for the older samples. This suggests

that K and Na are more incompatible in the early and middle stages

of fractionation in the older lavas.

The CaG and Na20 plots appear as mirror images of one another,

the former decreases as the latter increases. This suggests that a

Ca-rich plagioclase was crystallizing in the early stages and it

became more Na-rich with increasing fractionation. Both early and

late Western Cascades CaO values decrease linearly relative to Si02,

but the former decrease more rapidly than the latter. This is

probably a function of the. Ca-content of the plagioclase and

pyroxene which were crystallizing. The early Western Cascades
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fractionation sequence was probably dominated by CariCh minerals

such as anorthite and augite.

A negative correlation between Ti02 and 3102 is indicative of

magnetite fractionation because the distribution coefficient for

T102 in the magnetite solid solution series is >>1. Magnetite

fractionation suppresses Fe-enrichment and is therefore thought to

occur throughout the fractionation sequence in calcalkaline suites

(Miyashiro, 197'4). In the late Western Cascades samples Ti02

contents correlate negatively with Si02, which suggests a

calcalkaline affinity. Crystallization of titaniferous magnetite is

delayed until a late stage in the tholelitic series which results in

FeO and T102 enrichment in the late stage rnagmas. Ti02 contents In

the early Western Cascades lavas decrease relative to Si02 when S102

>58%. There is a wide range of T102 values when 3102 is F58%. This

suggests that magnetite did not begin to crystallize until the Si02

values exceeded 58 and may be indicative of a tholeiitic affinity

in the early Western Cascades samples.

MgO and FeO* contents correlate negatively with Si02 for both

early and late Western Cascade rocks, as expected. When Si02 <51%,

the older basalts contain approximately 2 weight percent higher FeO

values than the younger samples, which is compatible with the

tholeiitic trend observed in the older lavas.

Phosphorous contents have been observed to show contrasting

behavior in calcalkaline and tholeiitic suites (Anderson and

Gottfried, 1971). A negative correlation between P205 and Si02 is

characteristic of calcalkaline suites. The late Western Cascades

exhibit a strong negative correlation. Conversely, In tholelitic
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Suites P205 contents increase relative to S102. If the cluster of

data from the early Western Cascades plot is examined, the P205

values gradually increase as the Si02 increases from 50-58%. The

three data points above 58% Si02 decrease in a linear fashion. The

vast majority of P205 values correlate positively, however, arid

therefore suggest a tholelitic affinity.

A1203 contents decrease with increasing Si02 but there is

significant scatter in the correlation, which is not uncommon in

Al203 vs. Si02 variation diagrams from island arc suites. Gill

(1981) suggested that this scatter is a result of plagioclase

removal and accumulation.

Figure IV-2 compares Western Cascades basalt samples only, On a

1(20 vs Si02 variation diagram. The rocks are divided into three age

groups: 32-211, 211-17, 17-10 m.y. . The oldest basalts have the lowest

1(20 content, the youngest basalts have the highest K20 content, and

the intermediate age group have a range of 1(20 values. This

indicates an increase in 1(20 relative to Si02 with time for Western

Cascades basaltic lavas. It is consistent with many other volcanic

arcs around the world, such as the Aleutians, the Andes and Japan,

and implies an Increase in the depth of melting (or distance from

the trench), an Increase in fractional crystallization or a decrease

in the percent partial melting with time (Gill, 1981 and MeBirney,

1978).

Another factor which may influence the K content is alteration.

The older samples may have been subject to more extensive weathering

and contain less K due to leaching. In order to test this

alternative, the samples which appear to be most altered in thin
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Figure IV-2 - Weight percent K 0 vs. SiO . The Western Cascades
samples are divided into tree age groups: 10-18 m.y.,
18-24 m.y. and 24-32 m.y.
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section were compared to samples with similar Si02 contents and no

evidence of alteration. The K20 contents of the two groups were

indistinguishable, therefore the temporal variations in K20 content

probably reflects a change in the processes of magma genesis.

Lastly, selective contamination of the basaltic rnagrnas by a crustal

component might explain the increase in K20 with time (Watson,

1982).

Recent major element geochemical data from the central Western

Cascades in Oregon from Lux(1981) and Priest and Vogt(1983) (open

circles) are combined with the present study (closed circles) in

Figures IV-3 and IV-11, and sum to a total of 80 analyses. The

FeO*/MgO vs. Si02 diagrams compare the relative proportions of

tholejitic and calcalkaline samples in the early (112-18 m.y.) and

late (18-10 m.y.) Western Cascades samples. The

tholeiitic/calca].kaljne discrimination line is from Miyashiro(19714),

and is based on the Fe-enrichment trend characteristic of the

tholelitic series. The results indicate a decrease in tholeiitic

relative to calcalkaline volcanism with tine. Seventy-eight percent

of the early Western Cascades samples fall into the tholeiltic

field, and seventy-one percent of the late Western Cascades samples

lie in the calcalkaline field.

The same data set is plotted on an AFM (alkalies, iron,

magnesium) triangular diagram in Figure IV-11. A similar trend from

tholejitjc to calcalkaline volcanism with time is observed. Over

one-half of the early Western Cascade samples plot in the tholeiitic

field and all but one of the late Western Cascade samples plot in

the calcalkaline field.
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Figure IV-4 - AFM diagrams. The Western Cascades samples are divided
into two age groups: 10-18 m.y. arid 18-32 m.y. A = Na20 +
K20, F = FeO*, M MgO. Tholeiitic arid calcalkaline
discrimination line is from Irvine and Baragar(1971).
Closed circles: this study. Open circles: Lux(1981, 1982)
and Priest and Vogt(l983Y
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Trace Elements

Vanadium, zirconium and niobium concentrations (ppm) are listed

in Table IV-1 for the I9 Western Cascades samples. Vanadium behaves in a

similar manner to titanium and therefore readily substitutes Into

ilmenite and titanomagnetite. Their parallel behavior is illustrated

in Figure IV-5, a TI(%) vs. V(ppm) plot.

The occurence of magnetite fractionation causes the Ti/V ratio

to increase (Shervais, 1982), therefore calcalkaline series rocks

generally have higher TI/V ratios than tholeiltic series rocks.

Figure IV-6 indicates that there is a slight increase in the Ti/V

ratio at about 20 rn.y. The samples >20 m.y. have an average

Ti/V38 and those <20 m.y. have an average Ti/V=3. This agrees

with the major element data which also indicate a shift from

tholeiltic to calcalkaline volcanism with time. The three highest

ratios, >60, are also the only three samples with Si02>62%. These

samples are more evolved and therefore are presumably derived from

later stage magmas which have been subject to more magnetite

fractionation.

Zirconium and niobium are both highly incompatible elements and

therefore are expected to increase in the late stage, more evolved

magmas (Perfit et al.,, 1980). Their ratio is indicative of the

source region because It is unaffected by the percent melting and

also neither Zr or Nb is fractionated into the dominant

crystallizing phases, such as divine, pyroxene and plagioclase.

Figure 111-7 Is a plot of the Zr/Nb ratio versus age for all the
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Figure IV-5 - %Ti(ppm/104) vs. V(ppm).
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Figure IV-6 - Ti/V ratio vs. age (iu.y.).
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Figure IV-7 - Zr/Nb ratio vs. age (m.y.).
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samples. The results fall into two groups: an older group (>20 m.y.)

with Zr/Nb<10 and a younger group (<20 m.y.) with Zr/Nb>10. There

are a few extraneous data points but. the majority of the data

suggests two separate source regions of magtt genesis. The older

samples are depleted in Zr and the younger samples enriched in Zr

relative to Nb.

Pearce and Cann(1973) report Zr and Nb data on samples from

ocean ridges, oceanic islands, volcanic arcs and continental

basalts. The average Zr/Nb ratios of the calcalkaline and low-K

tholeiitic volcanic island arc samples are t2 and 35, respectively.

These values are significantly greater than the Western Cascades

ratios. This may be because island arcs have different Zr/Nb ratios

than continental volcanic arcs. The type and amount of sediment

that is subd.ucted to the depths of magma genesis may influence the

Zr/Nb ratios. Also, there may be contamination from the continental

lithosphere. The average Zr/Nb ratios for ocean ridges is 18, for

oceanic islands is 7 and for continental basalts is 11 , but there

is a wide range of values. These three groups are closer to the

Western Cascades ratios than the island arcs are. The Zr/Nb ratios

from this study range from lj to 18 and have an average value of 9.7.

Zirconium and vanadium correlate in a linear, negative manner

(Figure IV-8). Zr increases with differentiation and is therefore a

useful fractionation index (Shervais, 198; Gill, 1981). V, as

mentioned above, behaves similarly to Ti, and therefore decreases as

fractionation proceeds if magnetite is a crystallizing phase. The

negative correlation between V and Zr is expected, and indicates the

importance of magnetite fractionation.
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Correlation of Geochemical Variations with Convergence Model

The convergence rate and orthogonal component have decreased

during the volcanic evolution of the Cascade volcanic arc. At the

same time, volcanism has changed from predominantly tholelitic to

calcalkaline series magr1s. The early Western Cascades lavas of

'12-18 m.y. age are primarily tholelitic, and have lower K20/Si02 and

Zr/Nb ratios. The late Western Cascade lavas of 18-10 m.y. age are

dominantly calcalkaline and have higher K20/Si02 and Zr/Nb ratios.

Figure IV-9 illustrates two models porposed to explain the

petrogenesis of the early Western Cascades when the subduction rate

was faster (14-9 cm/y, orthogonal component) and the late Western

Cascades when slower subduction took place (2-14 cm/yr, orthogonal

component). Tholeiitic series are suggested to be the product of a

greater percent partial melting at shallower depths and calcalkaline

series are thought to be produced by less percent partial melting at

greater depths (Miyashiro, 197'1). Presumably, faster convergence

results in more volatiles transported to the depth of melting, a

greater percent partial melting, and therefore the magmas have lower

incompatible element concentrations and tholeiltic affinities.

Conversely, slower convergence results in dehydration reactions at a

shallower depth because the slab heats up faster. Most of the

volatiles escape at depths too shallow for magma genesis. Greater

temperature conditions are required to generate partial melts when

fewer volatiles are present. Therefore, slower convergence results

in an increase in the depth of melting. Also, less percent partial
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Early Western Cascades
42-18 m.y.

Lower K201Sl02 & Zr/Nb ratios

Late Western Cascades
18-10 m.y.

Higher K2OISiO2 & Zr/Nb ratios

Figure IV-9 Petrogenatic models for the volcanic evolution of

early and late Western Cascades (W.C.). Faster
convergence races (4-9 cm/yr) during the evolution

of early W.C. results in predominantly tholeiitic
compositions and lower K20/Si02 and Zr/Nb ratios.
Partial melting at 60 to 100 km depth is a likely
source region for the early W.C. lavas.

Slower convergence rates (2-4 clu/yr) during

the evolution of the late W.C. results in predomin-
antly calcalkaline compositions and higher K 0/5102
and Zr/Nb ratios. Partial melting at depths l00 km

is a likely source region for the late W.C. lavas.
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melting occurs because there are fewer volatiles present. The end

result is a higher content of incompatible elements, such as K and

Zr, and calcalkaline volcanism.

One possible inconsistency with this model Is that it indicates

lower volatile contents in the region of calcalkaline magma genesis,

but calalkaline magmas contain a greater percent of 1-120 and CO2 than

tholeiitic magmas. One explanation for thiS is that there is less

percent partial melting and therefore the percentage of volatiles in

the calcalkaline magmas could still be greater. Alternatively, the

inconsistency may be due to the composition of the volati1es.

Changes in the relative proportions of H20 and CO2 may control the

geochemical characteristics of the resultant xnagiflas.

Future geochemical work on samples from the Western Cascades

and other volcanic arcs will lead to a more thorough understanding

of subduction-related volcanism. Isotopic ratios (e.g. 87Sr/B6Sr

and 1'43Nd/11Nd) can reveal contamination by continental crust or

subducted sediment. Rare earth element data can be indicative of

the source region, the degree of partial melting and the controlling

phases during crystal fractionation.
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CHAPTER V SUMMARY

The major objective of this study was to correlate time

variations in eruptive history and geochemical character of' Western

Cascades volcanism with changes in the convergence pattern between

the Farallon and North American plates. In order to accomplish this,

the first step was to model the history of convergence between the

subducting Farallon plate and Morth Anerica. The model is based on

the absolute reference frame, assuming hotspots fixed with respect

to the mantle, and calculates that convergence direction has become

more oblique and the convergence rate has decreased by a factor of

five during the volcanic evolution of' the Western Cacades.

The second step was to characterize the eruptive history using

the geochronologicaj data from this study and other reported ages.

The results indicate that the oldest material is exposed on the

western margin and the-ages decrease with increasing elevation and

distance eastward, which agrees with the expected volcanic outcrop

patterns because the Western Cascades flows and tuft's have a gentle

(5_100) eastward dip. Volcanism has been continuous throughout the

evolution of the Western Cascades, with some periods of' more active

volcanism: 13-16 m,y., 22-26 m.y. and 29-31 m.y. Most important, the

age data were used to estimate eruption rates in the Western

Cascades. The results indicate that there was approxiriatley twice as

much volcanic material deposited between 30 and 20 m.y. as between

20 and 10 m.y. The Late Western Cascades eruption rates have

decreased by one-half relative to the Early Western Cascades.

The third step was to characterize major and trace element
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geochemical variations during the Western Cascades eruptive history.

The results indicate an increase in calcalkaline relative to

tholeiltie volcanism and an increase in K20/S102 and Zr/Nb ratios

with time.

The changes in direction and rate of convergence directly

influence the volume and geochemical character of' volcanism in the

associated volcanic arc. The decrease in convergence rate results in

less material being subducted and a corresponding decrease in the

amount of magma produced and erupted. Apparently the slower

convergence rate results in a shallower loss of volatiles and

therefore a decreasing degree of partial melting at depth. Smaller

degrees of partial melting result in calcalkaline volcanism and

higher proportions of incompatible elements, as seen in the late

Western Cascade lavas. More partial melting results in tholelitic

volcanism and lower proportions of incompatible elements, as seen in

the early Western Cascades volcanism.

The correlation of subduction rate with eruption rate and

geochemical character is an important result because subduction

related volcanism occurs in many areas around the globe. This study

supports the hypothesis that changes in the subduetion rate

influence both the volume of' erupted material and the geochemical

character of the volcanism. It will e useful to compare these

results to those of other convergent plate boundaries in future

studies, to test whether this hypothesis is valid at other volcanic

arcs. Additional trace element and isotopic analyses will lead to a

more thorough understanding of the variation in the source region

with time.
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APPENDIX A K-AR AGE EQUATION AND LIST OF CONSTANTS

K-AR Method of Dating

N = Noet t time
N number of' parent atoms
N0 number of initial parent atoms
A decay constant
D = number of daughter nuclides

Assume N0 ND

General age equation: t = 1/A mCi + D/N)

For K-Ar:
1

________ in ["0Ar ,°K ([A + AJ/'A + 1)]rad C

List of Constants

1. Fract.onati.on factor 1.0181
2. Depletion constant 3.2900 E -5
3. CC of 8Ar initially 7.0200 E -6
4. Decay constant A 5.8100 E -11
5. Decay constant 4.9630 E -10
6. Ratio of 40/38 in spike 1.8800 E -3
7. Ratio of' 36/38 in spike 2.8800 E -5
8,. Ratio of 40/38 in air 1.5810 E +3
9. Ratio of 36/38 in air 5.3492

10. Fraction of K that is 40K 1 .167 E -4
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APPDIX B PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS

GWW-56-81 Basalt
145% Phenocrysts: Plagioclase, up to 5 mm
55% Groundmass: 30% plagioclase

18% clinopyroxerie
3% opaque minerals

GWW-76-81 Basalt
110% Phenocrysts: 30% plagioclase, 1-2 mm

5% ollvine, replaced mainly by opaque minerals
(magnetite), subhedral, 1mm
5% clinopyroxene, up to 5 nun, slight alteration on

rims
60% GroundnBss: very fine-grained, plagioclase, clinopyroxefle,

opaque minerals +olivine

GWW-87-81 Andesite
55% Phenocrysts: bim

35%
20%

5%
5%

dal size distribution, .25 mm and 1 mm

plagioclase
clinopyroxene
orthopyroxene
opaque minerals

115% Groundmass: extremely fine-grained, plagioc lase, c linopyroxene

GWW-81-1141 Basalt
140% Phenoorysts: 35% plagioclase, up to 3 mm

5% olivine, subhedral relict crystals, replaced by
clay (lddingsite)

60% Groundmass: medium-grained, plagic clase, c linopyroxene, opaque
mm erals

GWW-1 114-81 Andes ite

110% Phenocrysts: 20% plagioclase, up to 3 mm, An148 composition
10% clinopyroxene, 1-2 mm, glomeroporphyritic
10% orthopyroxene

60% Groundmass: fine-gramned, some reddish-brown clay alteration
plagloclase, clinopyroxene, opaque minerals

GWW-190-81 Basalt
30% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, up to 11 mm, slight sericite alteration
70% Groundmass: 35% plagioclase, 20% clinopyroxene, opaques, glass

GWW-191-81 Basalt
15% Phenocrysts: 13% plagioclase, up to 5 mm

2% clinopyroxene, replaced by clay
85% Groundmass: 60% plagioclase, 20% clinopyroxene, 5% opaque

minerals

GWW-82-18 Basalt
60% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, up to 3 turn
110% Groundmass: mediurn-grajned, 20% plagioclase, 18% clinopyroxene,

2% opaque minerals



GWW-82-29 Basalt
115% Phenocrysts plagloclase, up
55% Groundmass: uine-grained, 30%

opaque minerals

U-i

o 5mm, An38 composition
plagioclase, 20% clinopyroxene, 5%

GWW-82-41 Basalt
2% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, up to 2 mm
98% Groundmass: uniform, fj.ne-grained, 110% plagioclase, 145%

clinopyroxene, 13% opapue minerals

GWW-82-112 Basalt
45% Phenocrysts: 110% plagioclase, up to 5 mm

5% oxyhornblende, rims replaced by extremely
fine-grained mineral

55% Groundinass: very fine-grained, 30% plagioclase, 20%
dilnopyroxene, 5% opaque minerals

GWW-82-113 Basalt
50% Phenocrysts: 145% plagloclase, up to 3 mm

5% olivine or clinopyroxene, relict crystals
altered to clay

50% Groundmass: 25% plagioclase, 22% clinopyroxene, 3% opaque

minerals (magnetite), 5% glass (devitrified)

GWW-82-145 Basalt
2% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, 1mflfll

glass
98% Groundnass: medium-fine grained, 60% plagioclase, 25%

cithopyroxene, 8% opaque minerals, minor glass

M2-17 Basalt
25%Phenocrysts: 22% plagioclase, up to 3 nun, slight sericite

alteration
3% olivine or clthopyroxene, relict crystals

replaced by clay

75% Groundmass: trachytic texture, 110% plagioclase, 15%
clinopyroxene, 10% opaque minerals (magnetite),
5% glass (devitrified)

M2-19 Basalt
1I0%Phenocrysts 30% plaglodlase, up to 3 mm, slight sericite

alteration
8% olivine, replaced by iddingsite
2% olinopyroxene

60% Groundmass: trachytic texture, 30% plagioclase, 20%
clinopyroxene, 10% opaque minerals

M2-22 Basaltic andesite
25% Phenocryats: 22% plagiodlase, moderate sericite alteration

3% clinopyroxene, glomeroporphyritic
75% Groundmass: very fine-grained, 110% plagioclase, 15%

cliriopyroxene, 1 5% glass, 5% opaque' minerals



M2-23 Andesite
50% Phenocrysts: 30% plagioclase

20% cllnopyroxene
50% Groundmass: very fine-grained, plagioclase, cliriopyroxerie,

opaque minerals, minor calcite fracture fillings

M2-211 Basalt
60% Phenocrysts: 115% plagioclase, 1-2 mm

15% clinopyroxene, 5 mm, sub-euhedral, fresh
110% Groundmass: plagioclase, clinopyroxerie, opaque minerals

M2-25 Basalt
140% Phenocrysts: 35% plagioclase, up to 2 mm, fresh

5% relict olivine or clinopyroxene, replaced by
clay

M3-25 Basaltic andesite
40% Phenocrysts: 30% plagioci.ase, up to 3

8% clinopyroxene, up to
2% relict olivine, clay

60% Grcundrnass: fine-gralned, 0.1-0.5 mm,
plagioclase, 10% clinopyr

112

mm, slight alteration
2 mm, slight alt.
infilled

felty texture, 45%
Dxene, 5% opaque minerals

M3-26 Basalt
5% Phenocrysts: clinopyroxene, up to 2 mm, yellowish alteration rims

minor plagioclase
95% Groundmass: very fine-grained, trachytic texture, 60%

plagioclase, 30% olinopyroxene, 5% opaque minerals

M3-27 Basaltic andesite
50% Phenocrysts: 45% plagioclase, fresh

5% relict olivine or olinopyroxene, clay infilled
50% Groundnss: felty texture, 30% plagioclase, 12% clinopyroxene,

10% opaque minerals

M3-29 Basalt
20% Phenocrysts: olivine, 1mm, iddingsdite alteration rims

c linopyroxene?

80% Groujidmass: 145% plagioclase, 15% olivine, 15% clinopyroxene, 5%
opaque minerals

M3-31 Andesite
110% Phenocrysts: 35% plagioclase, up to 5 mm, slight alteration,

contain glass Inclusions
3% clinopyroxene
2% quartz

60% Groundmasz: fine-gralned, 30% plagioclase, 20% glass, 5%
clinopyroxene, 5% opaque minerals

M3-32 Andesite
60% Phenocrysts: 45% plagioclase, up to 5 mm, slight alteration

15% elinopyroxene
40% Groundmass: very fine-grained, 20% plagioclase, 10% variolitic

glass, 5% clinopyroxene, 5% opaque minerals
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M3-33 Basaltic andesite
3% Phenocrysts; plagioclase, up to 2 mm, fresh
97% Groundmass; very fine-grained, trachytic texture, 60%

plagioclase, 30% variolitic glass, 10%
clinopyroxene, 7% opaque minerals

M3-314 Basalt
50% Phenocrysts 25% olivine, iddingsite alteration on rims mainly

25% plagioclase
50% Groundrrss: fine-medium grained, felty texture, 35% plagioclase,

10% clinpyroxene, 5% opaque minerals, olivine?

M3-35 Basalt
5% Phenocrysts: olivine, 1 mm, fresh
95% Groundmass: fine-grained, trachytic texture, 60% plagioclase,

20% clinopyroxene, 15% opaque minerals

M3-37 Basalt
60% Phenocrysts: 12% plagioclase, 2-4 mm

15% clinopyroxene, 1 mm crystals
3% olivine, clay infilled, rims replaced by cpx

I0% Groundmass: 20% plagioclase, 12% clinopyroxerie, 5% opaque
minerals, minor glass, vesicles infilled with clay

M3-38 Dacitic vitrophyre
10% Phenocrysts: 6% plagioclase, 1 mm, fresh

2% orthopyroxene
2% opaque minerals

90% Groundnss: flow-banded glass, concoidal fractures

Ma-39 Basaltic andesite
35% Phenocrysts: 32% plagioclase, agglomerates up to 2 miii

3% clinopyroxene, 0.1-0.11 mm
65% Groundmass: rine-grained, felty texture, 0% plagioclase, 20%

clinopyroxene, 5% opaque minerals

GWW-10-83 Basaltic andesite
I_5% Phenocrysts: plagioclase
95% Groundmass; medium-grained, 55% plagioclase, 25% elinopyroxene,

10% opaque minerals, 5% glass

GWW-15-83 Basaltic andesite
50% Phenocrysts: 30% plagioclase, up to 11

composition
15% clinopyroxene
5% olivine, replaced by

50% Groundmass: f'ine-grained, plagioclase,
minerals, glass

mm, fresh, An55

opaque mineral
cJ.lnopyroxene, opaque

GWW-21-83 Basalt
25% Phenocrysts: Plagioclase, up to 5 mm , An62 composition
75% Groundmass: medlum-grained, 50% plagioclase, 20% clinopyroxene,

minor opaque minerals and glass
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GW-28-83 Basaltic andesite
5% Phenocrysts; plagioclase, up to 1 nun

95% Groundmass; medium-fine grained, trachytic texture, 60%
plagioclase, 25% clinopyroxene (slight alteration),
10% opaque minerals

GWW-32-83 Basalt
15% Phenocrysts: 10% clinopyroxene, up to 2 mm

5% plagioclase
olivine?

85% Groundrnass: medium-fine grained, 50% plagioclase, 140%
clinopyroxene, 15% opaque minerals

GWW-142-83 Basalt
50% Phenocrysts: 145% plagioclase, up to 6 mm, altered slightly to

sericite, A&46 composition
5% clinopyroxene

50% Groundrnass: medium-grathed, 35% plagioclase, 13% elinopyroxene,
2% opaque minerals

GWW-67-83 Basaltic andesite
1% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, 1-2 mm, slight alteration on rims
99% Groundmass: fine-grained,50% plagioclase, 110% clinopyroxene, 9%

opaque minerals(magnetite)

GWW-73-83 Basalt
10% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, up to 3-11 mm, fresh
90% Groundmass: rine-grained, trachytic texture, 145% plagioclase,

30% clinopyroxene, 10% opaque minerals, 5% glass

GWW-99-83 Basalt
140% Phenocrysts: 30% plagioclase, up to 1-2 mm, slight sericite

alteration
10% clinopyroxene

60% Groundmass: very fine-grained, 115% plagioclase, 10%
clinopyroxene, 5% opaque minerals and clay-filled
vesicles

GIM-102-83 Basaltic andesite
50% Phenocrysts: 45% plagioclase, up to 2 mm

5% clinopyroxene, up to 2 mm
50% Groundmass: very fine-grathed, 30% plagioclase, 15%

clinopyroxerie, 5% opaque minerals and glass

GWW-103-83 Basaltic andesite
5% Phenocrysts: plagioclase

relict clinopyroxene or olivine, replaced by clay
95% Groundnss: fine-grained, 60% plagioclase, 30% clinopyroxene, 5%

opaque minerals
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GWW-1O4-83 Basaltic andesite
30% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, up to 5 mm, reddish alteration common

along fractures in crystals
70% Groundinass: very fine-grained, nunrous fractures throughout,

I0% plagioclase, 12% clinopyroxene, 12% glass, 6%
opaque minerals

GWW-107-83 Basalt
2% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, up to 1 mm

98% Groundmass: fine-grained, 50% plagloclase, 30% clinopyroxene,
lk% opaque minerals (distinctive long ilmenite
tieedles), 11% glass

GWW-113-83 Basaltic andesite
20% Phenoorysts; plagioclase, up

clinopyroxene
relict olivine,

80% Groundniss: 50% plagioclase,
minerals

to 5 mm

replaced by iddingsite
23% clinopyroxene, 7% opaque

P811-i Basalt
32% Phenocrysts: 28% plagioclase

2% clinopyroxene
2% oxyhornblende, rims replaced by fine-grained

groundmass minerals
68% Groundruass: very fine-grained, 33% plagloclase, 25%

clinopyroxene, 10% opaque minerals

P84-2 Basalt
25% Phenocrysts: 20% plagioclase

3% olivine, replaced by clay
2% clinopyroxene, fresh

75% Groundmass: fine-grained, trachytic texture, 55% plagioclase,
12% clinopyroxene, 8% opaque minerals

P811-3 Basalt
2% Phenocrysts: plagioclase, up to 1 mm

98% Groundinass: medium-grained, slight greenish alteration, 85%
plagioclase, 12% clinopyroxene, 5% opaque minerals

P811-6 Basalt
15% Phenocrysts: 13% plagioclase, 1 mm

2% clinopyroxene
85% Groundinass: fine-grained, 65% plagioclase, 12% clinopyrOxene, 8%

opaque minerals

P811-65 Basalt
110% Phenocrysts: 35% plagioclase, up to 5 mm

5% relict clinopyroxene, replaced by extremely
fine-grained mineral

60% Groundmass: fine-grained, 35% plagioclase, 20% clinopyroxene, 5%
opaque minerals




